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Wanted The Hotel

Hear . Excellent Christmas Financial Wizard Who CornMusic and Able Christ
mi.l^ Suicide Was Ang*
mas Message
ling For Poland Spring

Subscriptions $3 00 per year pavable
In advai.ee; single copies three cents
Rev. Eme.it O. Kenyon, rector of
Philip Musica, alias P. Donald |
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
St Peter's Episcopal Church, pre Coster, the double personality
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
sented his annual Christmas mess- wizard who recently shot himself

WHAT TO DO WITH ’EM
.

Prison Today—Morale Is Excellent and the
Shops Are All Busy

was estab-1 age before the Rockland Lions Club j when hls McKesson & Robbins fiCourier was yesterday, and his brother Lions ;nancial empire bubbleburst,
inc'ezeit* In 1882 ”rhe FreV* press was Pronounced it one of the finest ad- jquired intopossibilities of purchasWithin six and one-half years , are especially brisk at this time and ,
estabnsneo in 1855 and in 1891 changed i dres«es they have listened to dur- lng Poland Spring water business, lt
its name to the Tribune. These papers I ing the year. Hls remarks, closing was revealed Tuesday by Judge every man now serving in the ; the plate shop is turning out signs 1
| with ’he earnest declaration: "I Fred H. Lancaster of Lewiston, Thomaston State Prison will have and number plates as rapidly as
I certainly do appreciate my fellow- temporary receiver for the Poland been discharged or will be eligible conditions will permit. Automobile
_
fjjjp
you men •• was followed interests.
Judge Lancaster said Musica for parole, except the 47 doomed to ' plates to the number of 250.000 have
•
A man without thought lor — b'w annot ation
j been made this year, the task occuLeading up to hls general topic.' never approached anyone in auth- remain there for life.
•a. the future must soon have preswhich was "Ideology." Pr. Kenyon I ority. and never made a definite
This astonishing statement was pying five or six months,
■- ent sorrow—Conluclous
------------------------------------------------- ' offer, but he was Interested in ob- made by John H. Welch, warden of
It Is the intention to increase the
branch of "he Poland ‘"spring"^- the institutlon in 8 recent address tall°r shop 50 percent so that more
Spring
por ation. as late as four months before the Rockland Kiwanis Club, welfare clothing may be produced.
The Knox County Men s Chorus
ago. just before the appointment
This does not mean that the pop- | and in this connection an underwill sing Christmas carols Saturday
of Lancaster as temporary receiver ulation of the Maine penal institu- wear department will be installed.
night fiom the local station
andE^w?n.mcanb'rokrerageehXd!tion ls d^a.sing; quite to the con- Forty to 50 are now employed in
"BURPY" at Burpee's furniture
store at 8 and 9.30 p. m. The Ham
was appointed by Musica as repre trary; expert figuring shows that the tailor shop,
mond organ is being installed ex
It may interest some readers to
sentative in the proposed deal for the State Prison will be housing 467
clusively for the Men's Chorus. Mrs
Poland Spring. Means met Julian inmates by the time the new cell j know that there are 50 persons on
Elsa Constantine and Stafford
„ Thompson. McKesson and Robbins block is completed Nov. 1, 1939.
Congdon will accompany the chorus
j the prison staff, including the
d treasurer, and William Smart, presion the organ and S T. Constantine
In
Tuesday's
issue
of
this
paper
prison physician.
1 dent of the Bond and Goodwin firm,
will direct.
in New York three weeks ago. to appeared the statement that the
prepare the drug firm's offer for prison had reached a new popula- ■
submission to Judge Lancaster
tion peak with 380 men behind the ! “How « the prison morale?" asked
Thompson. McKesson and Rob bars. The largest previous num- I ^he Courier-Oazette reporter
Ihr "Run" tor
bins. treasurer, whose suspicions led
"One hundred percent good beha
to an investigation that brought ber was 376. according to the war
thriatmaa!
vior" was Warden Welch's prompt
about Muslca's downfall, visited Po den John H. Welch.
land Spring last sumer to see the
Bids have already been opened reply—in marked contrast certainly
property his company was inter
for
the construction of a new wing to the fool rumors which were being
ested in buying.
costing
8100.000. 45 percent of which circulated about a prison riot Tues
Poland Spring is not for sale,
• $22.95 G. E. Radio
day
said Mr. Lancaster. It is being re is pledged by the P.W.A.
Touch Tuning — Fivt Tubsi
organized under his direction, and
"What do you attribute it to?"
Will
Not
End
Congestion
prospects of a prosperous year lie
"Several reasons; we are taking
•$9.95 Miller I. E. S. Lamp
Popular Rockland Lion talks on ahead, both in the hotel business,
The proposed wing, which will good care of the men; we are treat
and
in
the
sale
of
the
firm's
min"Ideology"
extend in the general direction of ing them well and keeping them
•$3.50 Hotpoint Toaster
eral water.
the barns, and will necessitate the busy; they have congenial employ
construction
of 50 feet of new ment and are judiciously placed."
discussed
briefly
some
of
the
facI
for
,
Down—
tors of the Christmas season. First
prison wall, will be 70 feet long. 40
Warden Welch says that when
18 monthly
-------! feet wide and will contain 72 cell*. Legislature convenes he is going to
payment* of 81.81 the glories of music iu which con
nection he said that thc club's sing- 1
(Cash $2795)
ing on this day was the best he A Baseball League Which There are 280 at the present time, ask that Lhe law be so amended that
had heard for a long time. Carols.
Made Knox County Very with
™ers than thee he will be able to transfer men
I he said were originally dance tunes.
Vou SAVE
are cells. The school room and dor from the prison to the reformatory,
] now given a religious meaning.
s' amous
j mitory are being used as sleeping and vice versa, with the recommen
IN THIS CHRISTMAS
> Speaking of Christmas decorations
quarters for the convicts, and the dation of the Parole Board. This
he said it gave him joy to see Rock
Many years ago—"Herb Thomas
,
BARGAIN PACKAGE
land's houses so well decorated, year of Warren or "BUI Robinson ot old °nicers Outers are being can be done, he is assured with a
after year The idea of Christmas [ Oardiner could tell how many— I used 35 a dormitory. It doesn't take very slight amendment.
trees, so universally popular, was Knox County had one of the best! much
figuring to show the
Turning to the social side of
brought from Germany by Prince ba2*bal! lea&ues ln New England.
exigencies of the case or that they prison life Warden Welch reports
CENT!
Albert, spreading from England to
The towns represented were I „ ,,
, . . .
. . .
..
POWt
Rockiand. Warren and Camden, and ! wil * just. about “ bad when
that there are now in the institu
this country.
Wtll/COMPAMY
Among the customs and cere- the old fans’ mouths will water new wing is completed the last of tion 150 men who are 100 percent |
’**?*£?i monies of the Christmas season in when they read who the players next year.
rehabilitation cases, and that the j
| early times was the Mystery Play— were. Following is the list, as it
Based on this year's figures there percentage of illiterates is very 1
________ * ] the very beginning of the stage.
appeared in an old Courier-Gazette
Offered in market places it was in- recently handed to the sports will have been 152 new commit large.
| tended to shed light on the great editor:
ments to the prison. During this
Forty Ambitious Inmates
mystery.
Rockland—Nevers, lb rf; Mc period 131 of the inmates will have
Tne introduction of annual cus- Manus, if. c; Oerrish. c. lb; McLoon. been eligible for parole. 26 will have
Every Saturday after the holidays :
1 terns like the Yule Log and the I cf; Folpom. 3b; Marony. p. rf;
class of 46 will be seen busily '
Bears Head procession came from ' Wakefield. 2b; County” ss; Morse been dlscllar6ed- and 12 percent of
I the parole violators will have been , slu9y‘ng I’ is pointed out that ,
pagan life Religious ideals center . p: Patterson, p. If
I vocati<>nal training must go hand ,
around midnight mass on Christ
Warren—McManus, p. lb; Pop- returned
Community Trojans
mas Day, the second mass at dawn kay. es. lb; Webster. 3b; Stout, p.
Sentences
now
meted
out
to
the
,in band wltb the educational setvs.
and the third mass at noonday. ss; Cruley. 2b; Powers, c, Sockaprisoners are generally two to four. up- A 01811 wltb tbe Properties of
Embodied
are
the
whole
conception
lexis. c, f; Robinson, ss. rf. lb; Bur or four to eight vears—more of them a carPenter goes into the wood shop j
Bath Iron Works
of the childhood, the ideal of ton, if. p.
Also
motherhood and the Holy Virgin,
Camden—Bass. p. cf; McDermod, than has commonly been the case 85 such and ««« out a good cabi- |
and the father
c. lb; Wilbur lb. 3b; Burrill. if.; Warden Welch says there is an ab- net maker, and so it is with the
Rockport Acss
Coming to the subject of ideology, Edgar c; P. Pulsifer, if. ss. 2b; N.
There ■ other shops.
vs.
Fr Kenyon said that we hear a Pulsifer. p. cf; Oorman. c. ss; Rob normal number of sex cases,
Of the present prison population !
great deal of this from over the bins, rf; Kilfeder. 2b: Meagher. 3b; j were two deaths last year
Thomaston Locals
28.6 have graduated from the rewater, and that we only make ene Carney. 3b. cf; Regan, p. rf.
One Convict Is 93
mies if wc condemn seme of the
, formatory system. “Something has
Almost everybody knows the
MONDAY, DEC. 26
ideas which others may have. fame of the Warren team, on which i The prison physician. Dr. Fred I got to be done about it," said War- j
Idealism has definite weights, were three players who went into 1 Campbell of Warren is able to re- 1
7.45 P. M.
den Welch
standards and values. Ideology is
Admission 15c and 25c
that health conditions in the
During the summer the Prison
on its way to meet a new crop an1 lexis. Powers and Curley. There ' port
.
displace ours. It is not for us to was probably not another town of j pr“on 816 excellent.
had baseball and football as thc
DANCING AFTER GAME
utterly condemn Ideology because Warren's size in Maine which could I "Life imprisonment" is no mis' leading diversions, and turned out
is
1JF*
nrVUnV. I
aiZiC ill iViniUC l
"1
‘
have met that payroll, but those nomer for the instftution's oldest some good teams, as their oppo
—good old sports lived up to the1 inmate who is 93 Within the walls nents from the outside world soon
emergency and deserved the fans'
is another convict who is on the learned. Now that cold weather
everlasting thanks.
.1 threshold of 80.
has set in the inmates have turned
The
we have neglected. No matter how
iIlc P°Pula,-ion at the State their attention to such indoor
well protected we may be with our , Prison farm in South Warren at sports as cards, checkers, dominoes,
army, our Navy and our Air Force the present time is 40. It is ex etc. A two-hour motion picture
ideas are ever so much more prac pected that the coming session of program is presented every Sunday
tical. The Reformation of the 16th Legislature will provide barracks afternoon, duplicated in the eve
century weakened the ideology of
ning for the guards and their fami
civilization, but we have learned accommodating 60 to 75.
Only one man who escaped from lies, each guard being entitled to
tolerance of one another It maydrive us together where we have not the prison this year is still at large four tickets.
had sense enough to do so ourselves Two surrendered voluntarily after
Hr Knows His Spuds
Speaking of the Munich confer
ence. and the one now being held in making their get-away.
On Christmas Day there will be a
An important change will be
Lima. Peru. Pr. Kenyon declared
that the present situation is child's ma<je the coming month when the chicken dinner with all the fixings,
play compared with what we have commissary department will be together with motion pictures.
got to face in the future.
“I was told we wouldn't have
The poverty lunch served yester transferred to the former machine much luck trying to raise potatoes
day to the Lions proved to be a shop, and the quarters thus vacated
on the Prison Farm,” said Warden
first class fish chowder, supple will be used as a dormitory.
Welch, “but we did raise them. 97.8
mented by coffee and apple pud
Shops Are Over-Manned
ding. and the management had
barrels per acre, and no scab or rot.
many satisfied customers.
At the present time, the shops All told we raised 1200 barrels—75
Christmas songs filled the air.
with honors going to the quartet are badly over-manned, and men percent Green Mountains and 25
headed by Dick Buttner. The other have to await their turn to use the percent Irish Cobblers."
members were Dr G. W. Soule. machines. A 50 percent increase
Whoever told Warden Welch that
Capt. Keryn ap Rice and George in shop space is needed.
story forgot that he was born and
Sleeper. Mrs. Elsa Constantine was
The tailor shop and woodshop bred in Aroostook County,
at the piano.
The cannery turned out 27,000
three-pound cases of corn, string
beans, carrots, beets and several
Get yours
varieties of greens.
A LAST MINUTE THOUGHT!
SHAVES CLOSE!
GREGORY’S
Warden Welch was so well pleased
'Brathleu motor that n»"« on
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT
with the potato yield this year that
AC or DC. New double anion
Say "good-bye” to bladei, toip,
Diamond Brand head. Weight
he plans to raise 3000 barrels next
leas than 6 ounces. AH rubber,
season finding a market for thc
lotions and other expensive shaving
approved cord. Shunning chro
surplus crop in the various State
mium-trimmed lizard case.
nuisances. For lest than * penny a
institutions. The canning capacity
month for current you can have
will also be increased with the
same end in view, thc institutions
dose, clean shave*... and it doesn't
We have flat and folded sheets, printed with
at Augusta and in Pownal being Hie
take weeks of "learning how” with
chief beneficiaries.
The

Rockland

Gazette
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ALL 3

Old Time Players.

’1

REMINGTON
CLOSE-SHAVER
Qfta Sftauen, tfiat reailq Sftaueo
today at

PRINTED STATIONERY

this shaver.

your name and address on each; or mono
gram on paper and address on envelopes.

[EDITORIAL]

We have already sold dozens of

these Close-Shavers, and men tell us

Printed in Green, Brown, Red, Blue or Black

it's the fastest and easiest to-use dry

Ink; or Raised Printing

shaver of them all.

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 per box
We can give you Five-Hour Service on these
orders while the stock lasts

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

“The Black Cat”

ROCKLAND’S BRIGHTER OUTLOOK
The Courier-Gazette had many grateful readers Tuesday, their
elation of spirits being due in a large measure to the good news which
this paper conveyed in regard to the new industry which is coming to
Rcckland just as soon as thc proposed factory reaches a stage of com
pletion to warrant the shipping of equipment. This, of course, is not
the development of a day, a week or a month, hut it is something to
knew that it is going to materialize as fast as architects and manual
labor can bring it about—something to know, also, that a reputable
and going concern has a five-year lease.
Of course everybody is eager to know what the new industry is—
and many do know—but there are excellent reasons why the name is
not published at this time. The concern is not a shoe factory. For
some reason not readily fathomed, a shoe factory has always seemed
to be the goal of those who seek new means of employment—this, too.
despite the unfortunate experience many Maine towns have had—
notably Rockland and Warren. The concern which is coming to
Rockland from beyond the borders of New England is engaged in a
manufacture which has no present competition in this part of Maine,
at least, and will employ, eventually, several hundred persons—150 at
the start. The business has a high rating, and the proprietors are men
of a personality and caliber which will ensure for them a warm wel
come in this city.
Thc factory, costing about $65,000, and having abundant floor
space, is made possible through the efforts of public-spirited citizens
banded together under the Chamber of Commerce. It has meant thc
burning of midnight oil. expert figuring, compromises, and what not,
but the victory has been won. and it is fair to assume that those who
have scoffed at the Chamber of Commerce while it was "sweating
blood" to help Rockland will join in the cheerful parade of congratu
lations. Well done, men of Rockland!

THE WORK-RELIEF LOAD
Optimistic reports which have gone forth concerning thc absorp
tion of unemployed are unfortunately not borne out in the latest
report of John C. Fitzgerald, Maine's Works Progress Administration.
In Portland Tuesday he was responsible for the statmeent that the
work-relief load has been trebled over last year, because of “the lessen
ing ot customary fall and summer private employment." The workrelief rolls started to swell early last spring, he said, and ever since
have hovered around the 10.000 mark. During the summer of 1937
the figure was 7500. Fitzgerald announced approval of 14 new and
renewed projects to employ 596 men for several months.

By The Roving Reporter

The bell in the First Baptist
steeple 1s on another sit-down
strike. Strikes only once, no mat
ter what the hour.
Those who steal bulbs from
Christmas trees would not stop at
robbing a church. One cannot help
having that feeling, severe as it is..

Believing that cows should be
kept contented Bertram Ricker of
Nobleboro has installed a radio in
his barn, and it plays jazz music
while he attends to the milking.
A cynical person would probably
say that lt was one word for thc
cows and two for Bertram.
—o—
How often you hear that old ex
pression, "You cant believe any
thing you read in the newspapers"—
yet how the public did lap up that
absolutely false yarn about a prison
riot Tuesday.

TROUBLES OF ITS OWN
In Lewiston they are already making plans to have a non-partisan
slate in the field at (he next municipal election. And Lewiston cer
tainly has something to talk about besides the still unexplained theft
of .'he State's automobile registration money.

BORROWING A RIDE
A hitch-hiker has brrn arrested in Auburn—(hr first in seven
years. When they run out of material let .'hem come down into Knox
County.
o------------ o------------ o
DON'T WAIT UNTIL SATURDAY

»

It shouldn't become necessary to advise this newspaper's readers
that only two shopping days remain before Christmas. If you wait
until Saturday you may run into a blizzard, so “do it now." and make
it easier for yourself, as well as the clerks.

budgets which recommends to the
Legfelature what departmental ap
propria lions it believes should be
set
up lor the next two years
Gov. Barrows Indicates His
State Budget Officer William H
Inaugural Will Be—Many Derring said the committee hail I
Demands
made “no decision" on appropriation recommendations yet, but ad
Gov. Barrows inaugural address ded he believed the appropriations
to the Maine Legislature when It sought by about 30 State agencies
convenes in January will not be "to for the next biennium would rep
long" but will cover various import resent an increase of approximately
“two million dollars" over those
ant State matters
This was the word from the chief granted two years ago by thc law
executive as he started writing makers—822.751.304.
Barrows said he would continue
hls message, which he said he
would "iry to keep as concise as pcs • to confer with the budget comsible."
"
j mittee and state financial officials
"I rjally haven't gotten into the “from time to time." while engaged
address yet." said Barrows, "but I! in writing his address. He said he
may say at the outset that I am go- J could not say at present how much
ing to try not to make it too long. |tlme he would require to complete
In ether words. I shall attempt to It
Neither did he intimate what rec
keep it concise "
Barrows interrupted his writing ommendations. if any. he intended
by frequently conferring with the to make to the Legislature which
legislative advisory committee on was expected to face thc task of
finding ways and means of provid
ing additional funds for old age
tery. painting, mattresses, tin, har assistance. welfare work, and edu
ness and tailor, and these, under cation.
The legislators will gather at the
the capable direction of Warden
Welch are functioning all of the Capitol .Jan. 4 The Legislative ses
sion generally lasts about three
time—to say nothing of the rock- months.
pile. which while Intended primarily
for incorrigibles
draws many
recruits from thc surplus labor.
The crushed rock sells at *1 a yard
An inventory of thc estate of the
delivered. The number of men now late Lucy C. Farnsworth filed in
on thc rock pile is 75.
Knox County Probate Court Tues
Close track is kept on thc cost, day by thc Trust Estate shows
eta. of all manufactured goods. property to the value of 81.030.71498
Other Inventories were:
Warden Welch uses the "traveler"
Estates of Austin M Moody,
system, each item being duly Rockland. 857620; Olga A Johansen.
charged as tiie work progresses. Rcckland. 82176; Cora V. Savage.
When the ‘traveler" returns it car Rockland. 81433; John W Davis,
Rockport, 81191.
ries the complete cast—no guess
work.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Visitors to Maine's prison, par
ticularly those who have some
If I had my life to live again I
have made a rule to read some
familiarity with penal institutions, would
poetry and listen to some music at
are impressed with the clockwork least once a week The loss of these
tastes Is a loss ot happiness.—Charles
precision, found there, and the ex Darwin.
cellent morale of the Inmates.
TO YOU THIS DAY
The State's taxpayers do not need
No room In thc Inn! Hls mother went
to be told that the tall man from To lie In the stable and was content
For she was weary and clean forspent
Aroostook Ls making good there.

A Short Message

Left Large Estate

Warden Keeps Tabs

Diverging for the moment, do you
know what it costs to run the State
Prison one year, bearing always in
mind that, including the staff, there
are approximately 430 inmates.
Warden Welch says the expense is
about 8160,000. A guard Ls neces
sary for each block of eight men,
and this job evidently looks good
to applicants, for there are 150 on
the waiting list.
The Industrial departments in
the prison at the present time are:
1 Blacksrfiith woodworking, uphols-
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CHRISTMAS
DANCE
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Ocean View Ball Room
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Pine Grove Orchestra
Admission 30 Cents
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When the steamship Jakob
Maersk. Antwerp for Searsport,
arrived at Matinicus Rock one day
last summer. Capt. Hansen, her
skipper, was much perplexed. It
was his first trip to Searsport, and
he had understood from a telegram
that owing to snow it was advis
able for him to take a pilot at Matlnicus Rock
He was surprised
upon reaching there to find clear
weather, but no pilot So he sent
this telegram: "No snow, no pilot,
what next?" While he was in this
troubled frame of mind a small boat
came alongside with a pilot, and
when he discovered that the pilot's
name was Snow it explained a
whole lot. Capt. John G Snow had
been at the Rock at the appointed
time, but the steamer had been held
up by fog. so he returned later. He
has had many a good laugh over thc
incident.

Joyce Kilmer, author of that fa
mous poem "Trees" would have
found new inspiration could he
have seen the highly attractive dlsplay of evergreens on the front of
the new Hotel Rockland. Denizens
of the forest have made M Frank
Donohue's hostelry an im;>ortant
factor In the Main street decora
tions.
Flounder fishermen are counting
the days until spring's arrival when
they may again inhabit points of
vantage along the waterfront and
spear the "sole" or catch them by
hook and line. Great sport that,
and among those who enjoy it most
are the colored porters of the Maine
Central trains who spend their noon
hours not unsuccessfully in the pur
suit of these toothsome fish.
Approximately 150.000 employes
wlil be needed to take tiie U. 3.
Census of 1940

Old time barbers, they carry my
memory back to Ferd O. Slnghl, La
fayette W. Benner and Ezekiel
Nelson. Ferd Singhi played the
bass drum in the old Rockland
Ban<! and had a sharp tongue when
it came to repartee, as indeed he
was obliged to have in the presence
of some of his equally sharp-tongued
customers, "life" Benner was a bit
out of my zone, and I know him
best as a Democratic politician,
shrewd and almost always a winner.
I served two or three terms in the
City Government with him. and his
eyes were open every minute. “Zeke”
Nelson's great moment was the
time he shaved Abraham Lincoln.
Other veteran barbers I recall were
Frank Manson, Edw. Ingraham,
Billy Moore. A. W. Benner. Frank
P. Libby. A. W. Stetson. Fred Dow
and Dick Newbert.

The value of tooth brushes manu
No room In the Inn! She lay instead
On hay whose flowers, twisted and dead. factured in the United States in
With lingering fragrance perfumed her
1937 was $7,069,886. according to pre
bed.
No room In thc Inn! The outcast guest liminary reports of the U. S Census
Soft breathing cattle lulled to rest
Bureau. But in spite of that lt
And huddled sheep with warmth
has been just a rub and a go with
caressed

room In the Inn! As morn drew this industry.
nigh.
A manger echoed her Baby's cry.
One year ago: James Flanggan
And angels sang In Judea's sky!

Ni

began his duties as athletic direc
No room In the Inn! No high estate
Enriched the birth of a potentate
tor at the Community Building.—
Or numbered Him with the earthly
Tiie three escaped convicts were
great.
recaptured in Augusta — TwentyNo room 1n thc inn! A lowly birth
Gave Him no might but Intrinsic worth seven cords of wood were awaiting
And therefore Christmas to all on earth.
—|Iugh Hough

action on the Court House premises.

This one thing I do. forgetting
those things which are behind
1
I press toward the mark. Phil. 3:
13, 14.

Melville Island
Which Has Been Proposed
For Haven For “Wander
ing Jews”

ODDITIES AT

THE FAIR
\EW YORK—Here are a few
of the strikingly unusual things
visitors will find at the !\ew York
World's Fair 1939:

A parachute tower from which
visitors may “bail out" at an ele
vation of 230 feet and be sure
of a “happy landing.**
Revolving “magic carpets”
from which you may look down
us from a height of two miles
upon “The City of Tomorrow”
inside the 200-foot Perisphere.
The Carrell-Lindbergh mecha
nical heart, reproducing the ac
tion of the human organ.
“Steve Brodie” jumping six
times a day from a reproduction
of the Brooklyn Bridge.
The most valuable wheat field
for its size iA the world in full
growth.
The steel-walled bathysphere
in which descent has been made
miles down in thc black depths
of the ocean.
“Rocket gun” by which pas
sengers will be shot to the moon,
or Mars someday -^-perhaps.
The model of a human eye so
large visitors may enter it and
look out upon the Fair's busy
scene just as if the eye w'ere
doing the looking.
Two hundred blooded cows
being milked daily on a revolv
ing platform.
An orange grove tran<planted
intact all the way from Florida.
Automobiles with living driv
ers in hair-raising collisions and
flying somersaults.
The largest opal in the world.
An oil well in operation with
real drillers in the “cast.”
The largest model railroad
e*cr constructed.
Puppets 14 feet tall dramatiz
ing the contents of the familiar
bathroom medicine cabinet.
Displays of rare orchids, re
newed every three days by plants
flown to the Fair from Venezu
ela.
The tremendous discharge of
10.000.000 volts of man-made
lightning.
A Brazilian exhibit building
erected on stilts.
A floor made of cotton.

2' "Nothing delights a fool more
points for the visitors, the all play McQuarri» rf
of LaCrosse was a factor in keep- Gaudet, c
1 than to ask a question a wise man
0 ' cannot answer '
ing them in the ball game until the Meister, c .
Chaney, lg
closing moments.
Winchenbaugh, forward with the H. Sarkis, rg ........ 1
At her launching in 1797. the
Rath Rut Rockland Re-) Rockland second team had much
nath,
out nocKiana i\e t° dQ wlth thp defeat o{ the Local,g
6
Totals ............. 5
13 Constitution embarrassed all con
i' med by sticking on the ways.
Referee. Page. Time. four 8's
reserves. He tallied seven floor
serves Won
, nnd a month's work was required
goals for 14 of his club's 19 points.
i to get her into the water.
Local 4
"The child's first schcol Is the
(Bath Times)
F.
G
Pts.
family."
, Local No. 4 basketball team,
For a Christmas girt, why not
0
0
sparked by "Skip" Skaling, opened Portier, lf .. .. .. .. .
choose a box of our Stationery for
'
0
The
very
first
boxing
arena
was
Brown,
lf
..............
the season at the Y.M.C.A., Mon
0
built in Worcester. Mass., in 1857. nien and women? With name an<
day night with a 37-30 win over Haynes, rf ..........
1
address on sheets and envelopes or
the fast Rockland Community Club Lewis, rf ..............
1
If you wish to know how many monogram on sheets and address on
quintet, winners of five out of six Parks, c ................
0
automobiles
there
are
in
the
city.
,
games ptior tb last evening. The, Chaney, c ..............
happen near the schoolhouses at envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a
1
vi'ltors’ second team copped from Sarkis, lg .......... 2
closing time on a rainy day. Fortu- , box. We have some very attractive
1
the Local s reserves by a 19-16i McQuarrle. lg ...... 0
3
nate children of this age! Many boxes to select from at The Courieri count
Approximately 250 fans Skaling. rg ............ 3
2
clder persons have memories of Q
„
Three-dav service
Thayer, rg
viewed the two games
when they walked home in the rain | azecle onlce' lnree aay serv,tf
Paced by McLeod, a sharp shoot' guaranteed.—adv.
tf
37 and rather enjoyed it .
Total.? ... ........... 14
ing fbrfhrci. Rockland was out
Rockland
i front 15-12 at halftime but the all
Pts.
F
G
star crew sporting the togs of the
0
0
... 0
local union turned on the pressure W baugh, lf
With the Greei
1
1
... 0
I the third period. Jumping out front Bohn, lf ...
2
1C
... 7
McLeod,
rf
25-19. and came down the stretch
0
3
... 1
J. Karl, c ..
ings of the Sea
wide open.
0
6
... 3
LaCrosse, lg
With one of the best balanced Karl, lg ....
1
5
son goes my ear
... 2
quads ever assembled in the Ship Adams, rg ............ 0
0
0
ping City, the Local 4 team ex
nest appreciation
hibited plenty of power but was a 1 Totals ............... 13
4
30
trifle lacking In teamwork. With ! Referee. R. Parks Time, four 10's
of the many fa
a couple games under their belts !
• • • •
it is generally figured they will J
vors accorded me
Rockland Reserves
be among the fastest independent
Pts.
o
teams in the State.
during the past
7
14
W'baugh, lf
1
Skaling's floor woik and defensive j Bohn, rf ................. 0
year.
2
play was easily the highlight and Lord, c ................... 1
0
lie found time to drop in nine of [Cole, lg ................... 0
0
the winners' points. Rupe Lewis ' Anderson, lg .......... 0
2
turned in a brilliant offense game. Karl, rg ................ 1
while Linny Haynes, former Colby >
------------Karl M. Leighton
191
college performer "Bloody" Parks
Totals ................. 9
1
and Ernie Sarkis all took a hand in
Loral 4 Reserves
ROCKLAND. ME.
Pts.1
G.
F
7'
Though McLeod featured with 18 Brown, lf ............ 2
3

cf Belfast. There was a fair atten| dance, but not enough to cover I
expenses, announced Jack O'Brien J
Community Club Loses In
Main Bout Resulted Thus who was referee.

Divided Honors

Fought To A Draw

The Courier-Gazette
THRRK** uME8 - A - WEEK

At Ocean View Ballroom "An analysis of motor accidents
Including fatalities and serious in
Last Night
juries shows that the largest per------i centage occur on city streets."
Young Chellis of Lewiston and Think that out carefully.
Georgie Bernard of Portland fought |
-----------,, ,
a fast eight round draw at the
Worcester. Mass., was once called
Ocean View Ball room arena last Inengigamond, meaning "Pickerel
Lake." Certainly the Indians have
night.
hard sounding names.
There were three kncck-outs. A!
____________
Williams, of Portland stopping K O.
It would be hard to believe that
Butler. Camden C.C.C.. in the third
round of ihe scheduled six rounder for years the Massachusetts GenK. O. Brierlev of Bella! putting i eral Court met in taverns and even
Flash Fisher. Camden C.C.C.. to churches in Boston. This they did
the mat for keeps in the second before Court Houses were erected
rcund and Tete Small of Northport
-----------------flattening snappy Charlie Wooster
"What a nose” says Jimmy Durot Rockland In the third round.
ante. "Let Freedom Ring" is the
The bouts -tarted off with a four- new play and musical he will next
round draw between Al White of be seen in with Nelson Eddy and
Camden C.C.C.. and Benny Stevens Victor McLaglen.

Latest suggested refuge for the
"Wandering Jew" is Melville Island
off the coast of sparsely settled
north Australia. Proposed by a for
mer Australian official to the
League for Jewish Colonization in
London, this island has been ‘ac- i
cepted in principle.' according to
news dispatches, as a possible per
manent home for some 25.000 Jew
ish families.
"Melville Island is a rough half
moon of land across a narrow chan
nel from the mainland's chief
northern port of Darwin." says a
bulletin from the Washington. D.
C.. headquarters of the Nation'll
Geographic Society "Nex- door to
the smaller island of Bathurst,
leased by Catholic missionaries, it
covers an area of about 2400 square
miles and now is inhabited by abori
ginal tribes.
While< Abandoned Settlement
"Although the Dutch passed this
way as far back as the early 17th
century, two hundred years went by
before the region was settled by
white men. In 1824 the British
Colonial cffice watching English
trade prospects in the South Sea^
and suspecting French designs on j
sections of Australia—sent a mill- ' Melville Islanders again were leftigT
tary expedition to take control of to themselves.
the north-central area of the con- J
llclds I'lidivelupi d Resources
tinent.
"The first stop proving unsatis- ' "Today . as the name of their
factory. Melville Island, with an1 island flashes around the world in
abundant supply of fresh water, was j new- headlines, the native popula
chosen as the site of the first tion of Melville Island unsuspect
colony of northern Australia With
three officers. 24 soldiers, a doctor, ingly carries on its ancient and
two storekeepers, and 44 volunteer primitive form of life.
"A healthy, sturdy people, they
convicts, the colonizers went to
work. They built a fort, planted live in crude huts made of gum
vegetable gardens, and imported bark, plentifully supplied by a
Asiatic buffaloes from the island of wealth of timber. From this bark
Timor in the near-by Malay Archi are also made canoes, baskets, and S/
pelago At the end of two years, vanous objects for housekeeping
reinforcements had brought the and ceremonial use. It even serves 5?
little .settlement up to 155 men and as a temiiorary burial mound before
six women, with a stock population the customary grave posts are set
of nearly as many in cattle, sheep, up. and as a patch of modesty in 5^
pigs and buffalo Mure than 50 the ‘fig-leaf costume of native
acres of land were under cultiva women.
"To capable lusher men and burn
tion.
"Plagued at first by hostile na ers. the island offers an abundance
tives. pirates, hardships and dis cf natural food in jungle fruit and
ease, the colony was destined to game, in turtle eggs, crabs lizards
fail. Lonely and discouraged colo —and the popular dujonj. or ‘sea
nists sent reports home in which n- cow; a huge blubbery creature skillsect pests and climatic and soil con- i fully stalked by the aborigines ln
dltions were described as making . canoes.
the colony ‘unfit for civilized man.' j "A favorite delicacy, thirst- •f
As a result, in 1828 the settlers were quenching but hard on the lining
moved to another station, and of white men's throats, is the fruit
________________________________ ' of thc big Eugenia tree.
_______________ | "Although new uncultivated, the ie , ~
fertile soil of Melville Island
well adapted to the growth of such
tropical products as coconuts, rub
ber. and cotton. Wild herds of buf
BY DAVE ELMAN
falo still ream the watered plains,
also suitable for raising domestic
stock. Cypress, pin? and *other
valuable timber grow luxuriantly.
"The proposed development of
the natural resources of the island,
it is reported, would not only give
a home to about WO.OOO refugees,
but would also stimulate increased
population, and building and power
project' in the Northern Territory
of Australia, one of the earth s few
remaining undeveloped regions."

OUR CHRISTMAS GIFT TO YOU
This advertisement is worth $2.00
Bring This Ad Along and Get a
REG. $7.00 STEAM OIL PERMANENT
WAVE for S5.00
REG. $5.00 SELF SETTING PERMANENT
WAVE tor $3.00
All Permanent Waves Dane by Al llimself
CALL 826 FOR APPOINTMENT

LEIGHTON’S

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MF..

TEL. 82 i

fi

WE’RE

MB&Y WBSY

462 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
AT THE

This store

WHAT
IS YOUR
HOBBY?
warre
,
.
pave ilman nsc nbw york

C D«v«

Elman

fi

Yardley’s Shaving Bowl ................................... $1.00
Yardley’s Talcum Powder .......................... 55 1.10
Yardley’s Dusting Powder................................ 1-35
Yaidley’s Bath Salts .......................................... 1-10
Yaidley’s Gifts for Her.......................... 65 to 20.00
Yardley’s Gifts fcr Him.......................... 65 to 20.00
Evening in Paris Gifts....................... 1.10 to 10.00
Evening in Paris Bath Powder.......................... 1-10
Golgate’s and Palmolive Sets for Men.............. 89
Max Factor’s Gift Set, five-piece..................... 4.50
Harriet Hubbard Toilet Water.......................... 2.00
Cutex Manicure Sets................................. 50 to 6.00
Coty’s Gift Sets...................................... 2.00 to 10.00
Bill Folds, genuine leather....................... £0 to 3.00
Cigar Lighters ............................................ 50 to 7.95
Sparklet Syphon with five bulbs..................... 4.95
Cashmere Bouquet Shaving Bowls...................... 79
Williams’ Shaving Bowls ............
79
Badger Shaving Brushes..................... 1.00 to 5.00
Cendex Candid Camera...................................... 4.00
Schick Electric Razor........................................ 12.50
Gillette Electric Razor ...................................... 20.00
Comb, Biuth and Mirror Sets................ 98 to 15.00
Pound i obaccos, all popular brands .. .55 to 1.20
Tobacco Pouches.................................................. 1.00

CHRISTMAS CANDY
In a town named Holliday in Kan
sas. about 20 feet beneath the sur
Whitman’s............................................. $1.00 to 3.00
face in a gravel pit has been found
Page & Shaw......................................... 1.00 to 3.00
a gigantic molar tooth weighing
over 2’- pounds, and lodged in a
Chlistmas Wrapped Candy.................................... 60
formation of reck, pebbles and clay.
"My!" exclaimed the road worker M
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
who found it, "what a toothache
that fellow could have had!"
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K DRUG STORE, INC. 1

The first newspaper ever pub
lished in New England was the
"Fublic Occurrence . both Foreign
MAIN ST., CCR. LIMEROCK,
and Domestic." It was printed in if
Boston by one Richard Pierce and
it lasted for only one issue.

if
if

fruits, fo> plum pudding and 'urkey, tor every traditional Yuletide
delicacy you spend li
when you hop A&P Hete's why: We go
direct 'o the source ol upply -we place big orders--we cut shipping
costs We cut ou' in-between profits--costly credi' and delivery
etvice--. nd
only a very mall profit You gel rhe savings--every
day in the week Buy at A&P nd u e your avinqs to have a merrier Xma i
Copyiiiiht 1918 by Great UP Tea Ca

I CORNER DRUG STORE, INC. I
if

PLAYING SANTA—-WITH PRICES THAT
MAKE XMAS BUYING A PLEASURE

There’s plenty o! gay, cheerful Xmas opin’ in our big A&P Ma.kets.
Smiling bargain hunters are gayly selecting America's finest foods--congratulating thenrelves on ’he low prices 'hey ate paying For just
a we keep prices down the yea’ hound on every item in our stock,
we ar A&P have marked -pecial Xmas merchandise a' such low levels
that you'll think we were playing Santa to your budget! Fot nuts and

2P

Dr Wilfred Pelletier,
of New York City, is
a penguin collector/

Every-Other-Day
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remain open Friday evening until 9.30 - Sa’u’dav evening until 10 30 - Closed Dec 26

SELF
SERVICE

unS

Owm$

HEAVY STEEP. HE’

PORTERHOUSE

CUBE

BOTTOM ROUND

N. Y.

SIRLOIN

STEAKS-25

JYSTERS
HALIBUT
SMELTS
SWORDFISH

c

LB

29'

Af Our Fresh Fruit and

LB

19'

Vegetable Dept.

LB

25'

FRESH GELERY
GRAPES
HUEBARB SQUASH
APPLES
ORANGES ,S “6
35'

27'
LB

18'

LB

23'

YORK IMPERIAL

GRAPEFRUIT

23c
LB 23c
LBS 25c
25c

SLICED

LARGE
SIZE

PURE LARD BULK OR PACKAGE
CREAMERY BUTTER
GRANULATED
5 LB BAG 25c

-»
| FO3

3
2

LBS

25£
53£

POUND
PAPEP.<
BAG

O," 1C V

LBS

a —-

10
UUUMn
3 POUND
CRISCO or SPRY
TIN 49£
CRANBERRY SAUCE OCEAN
SPRAY 2 CANS 23£
GRAPEFRUIT POLK BRAND 3 CANS 25c
A&P SEEDED RAISINS 3 PKGS 25£
NO. 2

A&P SEEDLESS Raisins 2 PKGS 15£
SUGAR BROWN or CONFECTIONERS 2 PKGS 13£
-Ginger Ale, Club
2 28BOTSOZ 15£
BEVERAGES YUKON
Soda-ass’t (lavors-conts.
NECTAR TEA
ORANGE PEKOE

A high quality lea I; LB
PKG
at a low cost

25'

HERE'S FLAVOR
YOU’LL LOVE
Delicious! Winey!
1 LB
BAGS

37<

Southern Grown-Nationa!
Feature Producer-Consumer
Campaign

CHOCOLATES “BT0Exc 69c '80lxb 39c
CHOCOLATES
25c ™ 49c
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES box8 99c
LA
RIBBON CANDY
25c
2i$
BULK WALNUTS
eb19c
MIXED NUTS
3
FRUIT PEELS
25c
5 LB
BOX

XMAS
WRAPPED

POUND
BOX

LB

BULK

DROMEDARY
CITRON—LEMON—ORANGE

3 OZ
PKGS

LAYER FiGS 2 pk?.zs17c 2
29c
PITTED DATES
19c
RAJAH CURRANTS
2 pkgs 19c
BELL’S
SEASONING
9®
GRAVY MASTER
B0, 9C
FRUIT CAKE
29c z lb 69c
PLUM PUDDING
19c
DROMEDARY FRUIT CAKE Stf 35c
GOOD LUCK PIE CRUST 8pkgz 10c
NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT pkg 10‘
MINCE MEAT
3
25c
CRANBERRY Juice Cocktail bo, 15C
DROMEDARY X;. MIX
19c
HEINZ PUDRINGS TrVA0
31c
8 OZ
PKGS

I IR
PKGS
14 OZ

DROMEDARY

POUl TRY

PKG

DE LUXE

1 LB

OE LUXE

QUEEN ANN

14 OZ

PKGS

ANEW TASTE TUMUl

Peanut Butter
2 LB
JAR

200-220

QkAiAbnaA VlswdA

SULTANA

made of expertly
roasted peanuts
modest in price

2 BCHS 23'
2 LBS 19'
3 IBS 10'
6 LBS 25'
s,ze-DOZ 29'

PECANS
PAPER
SHELL
25'

nrf
ZD

The King of Breakfast Fruits.
A&P come; to the Aid of
the Citrus Fruit Growers in
moving season's bumper crop.

lb

CIIP AD

RED EMPEROR

PINT

FOR STEWING

35

TURKEYS

THESE PILGRIM BRAND TURKEYS ARE GUARANTEED
TO BE PLUMP. TENDER BIRDS

'JoodA

eSca

Operated by The Oreet Atlantic A Pacific Tea Ca.

FRESH KILLED-NORTHERN-PILCRIM BRAND

SIRLOIN

CHICKENS 5 TO 6 LB AVERAGE
FROM BAY STATE FARMS
DUCKS
GEESE
5 TO C LB. AVERAGE
FOWL FRESH NATIVE-WAXED DRESSED
PORK LOINS WHOLE OR RIB HALF
SAUSAGE MEAT

SELF
SERVICE

25'

PEANUT CRUNCH
brand peanut bu*4«/

21c |
r

A Try PEANUT CRUNCH with
1<i\u farorlta Mlt«4
’
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Joe Juggernaut-or Hou
BREEZE RIGHT THROUGH
TRAFFIC LIGHTS.:.YOU

NOT lo Drive

THE W&Y.'

ANOTHER CHRISTMAS

TALK OF THE TOWN
••COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE"
Dec. 22 —Warren— Christmas enter
tainment and party by Congregational
Church.
Dec. 23—Rubinstein Club meets In
Universalist vestry.
Dec 25—Warren—Christmas cantata.
"Prepare Him Room" by the Baptist

.

Dec. 26—Chrlstm&s ball at Camden
Opera House.
Jan. 6 —Waldoboro— Parent-Teacher
Ass’n meets at High School auditorium.
Jan 9—Northport—Play "Little Miss
Hitchhiker" I* Orange Dramatics Club
Jan 10 (2 p. m )—Dramatic reading
hy Mrs. Maude Andrews Lincoln at
Universalist vestry.
Jan 26-27 — Mid-winter meeting of
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs In
Augusta.

TIIE WRECK-OKI)
Every minute ol 1937, cars crashed at some crossroad, accounting for >8%
of all injury accidents; the bill in repairs, hospitalization and wage loam
totaled $986,000,000! Drive nafely and earn the »afe driving reward of 15%
of your liability premium for n year without accident*. Accidents don't
happen—lliev are caused.
Sau«»n«». courlety Nulutnul Bureau Cuumlh and Surely Lnderururrt.

Distinctly "big time ’ is the New
Year's Eve party to be held at the
1 New, Thorndike, with the Rainbow
Miller Burgin. Richard Bemis and
Ernest Thompson attended a Coca _
. r»,
r>. ..
Room open for general merriment
dancing. Favors, music, and
Cola banquet in Auburn ‘Tuesday Contract ror New Station
night.
Awarded To An Au- Entertainment sound inviting

Lobster Rearing

gusta Firm
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts, formerly
stenographer in Prank H. Ingra
hams law office, is now in the em
The contract for the erection of
ploy of the automobile registration a state-owned lobster rearing sta
office.
tion on grounds leased from the
federal government adjoining the
P. A Winslow has been asked to federal hatchery at Boothbay Har
deliver his new lecture "The Child
ren of Callander" hefore the South bor. was awarded yesterday to the
Portland Kiwanis Xtlub. The date firm of Stewart and Williams of
Augusta. Oie of seven bidders, this
Ls Peb. 24.
firm will build 50 by 200-foot steel
reinforced wooden building for
Tlie Kiwanis Club had no guest $15,342.
speaker Monday night, but the
Tlie building and equipment will
round table furnisiied interesting be financed by a state appropria
features. The members presented tion of $20,000 plus a PWA grant of
their biographies off-hand.
$12,944 When completed tlie rear
ing station will have a capacity of
3.000.000 fourth stage lobsters an
OEEK'E ( LOSES NEXT
nually.
MONDAY
Commissioner Greenleaf, whose
department is handling tlie proposi
In common with everybody else
tion. opened the bids and obtained
The Courier-Gazette will ob
the approval of the Governor and
serve Christmas Day next Mon
day and advertisers, contributors ; Council in making the award.
and correspondents are asked to
bear in mind tliat the office will
not be open on that day. So
far as possible have your ma
terial here before noon Saturday.

Ralph R. Ulmer Camp of Spanish
War Veterans went off the main
land to choose its new commander
who is Harry Smith, keeper of the
Light at Two Bush Island. Other
officers chosen were: Ralph E.
Doherty, senior vice commander;
Otis Trundy. junior vice command
er: George E Cross, officer of the
day; Horace Vose. officer of the
guard. The camp has 24 members
in good standing. The new offi
cers. and those to be appointed,
. will be uistalled b.v Acting Adjutant
George T Stewart.

Bruno Mazzeo and Hugh Athearn
started Tuesday on a hike to Florida
where they have employment.

Dr. Guy Wilson will occupy his
pulpit Sunday morning at Pratt
The Christmas baskets to be sent Memorial Methodist Church.
>ut from the Univ8r.sali.st Church
Forrest Karl is doing his Christire to be prepared and delivered
Friday, and thase who are con- I mas shopping with a sprained ankle,
ributing money or supplies are as the result of a fall at hls home
isked to have their contributions
A favorite motor journey in the
it (he church as early as possible
night time is around the city to see
Friday forenoon.
the handsome electrical illumina
tions.
Rockland Lodge B P.O.E. has its
innual Christmas party Sunday
From Port Fairfield comes word
ifternoon at 2 o'clock, but at Strand of the death Dec 21 of Mrs B H
rheatre instead of the Elks Home, Kimball mother of Mrs Ouy Wilson
is first announced. The bags of cf this city.
:andy, etc., will be given out at the
theatre.
Chief of Police Arthur D Fish
and Patrolman Carl A. Christofferson took a patient to the State Hos
pital in Bangor yesterday.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100

Matinees Saturday and Sunday
id Holidays at 2.30. Additional
ztinees when specified ln proam. Single evening shows
ery evening at 8.00.
THURS.-FRI.. DEC. 22-23

“BLONDIE”
with
BENNY SINGLETON
ARTHUR LAKE
"Blondie"
"Dagwood"

SATURDAY ONLY. DEC. 24

“LAW WEST OF
TOMBSTONE”
with
!IARRY CAREY,
JEAN ROUVERAL
TIM HOLT
EVELYN BRENT
By Popular Request We Are
Bringing Back
"TIIE DOWN EASTERS"
SUN.-MON.. DEC. 25-26

“THERE’S THAT
WOMAN AGAIN”
with
MELVYN DOUGLAS
VIRGINIA BRUCE
Also Robert Brnchley in
“OPENING DAY"
•
and
“SCHUBERT’S
UNFINISHED SYMPHONY"

ALEADER!—

QUALITY CREAM
for your COFFEE

35c
20c for a Full Pint

Round Top Farms
TEL. 622,

ROCKLAND, ME.
153-154

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-363 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
110-tf

HPTCininiK«c«cM«micw«i(««N>(«<c«ic«««cicir<in«x«iK>c'«k; ctM’cee’e

^Another occasion when we can express publicly the
good will we feel to a community which has bestowed on
us so fully its Faith, Interest and Patronage—THE
PERRY MARKETS.

/v

Choir.

OFFERING YOU THE BEST IN THE
“SEASON’S EATINGS”

NEVER. MIND...
HE'LL GET OUTOF

USUALLY GETAWAY
WITH IT AND YOU MAY
SAVE IO SECONDS/
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There was an attendance of about
75 children at the Story' Hour at
the Public Library Saturday where
Mrs Gatcombe told tiie following
stories: How The Toys Became
Mixed Up. The Little Fir tree and
Peter and The King. An Impromptu
play was given adopted from "Dame
Gulmp's Guest," with the following
cast; “Dame Guimp." Betty Libby;
"Farmer Jones," Robert Chatto;
the Milliner's Daughter. Mary
Libby; The Minister's Twin Grand-;
children. Marlon Carver and Pris
cilla Carver Grocer's clerk. Ken
neth Chatto; Butcher's Boy. James
Ccnnellan; Doctor’s Cook. Florence)
Eagan; Shoemaker's wife. Catherine;
Splaine: Tommy Brooks. Leo Connellan: Tlie Banker’s Dorothy Mary
Lou Duff; Her Governess. JoanI
Ross; The Barber's Grandmother.
Irene Anderson; Santa Claus, Oor-1
don Anderson.

To the rescue witli a happy I
thought for the last-minute shop-1
ptr: Give printed stationery The
Courier-Gazette offers 5-hour serv
ice while stock lasts. Prices $1 to I
$1.50—adv.
153-lt
Only two electric refrigerators.1
two washers and three circulating
heaters left. Best prices in town.
McLoon Sales & Service. Tel. 730
21 Limerock St.—adv.

The Rotary' Club has its Christ
mas party Friday "We are happy
he is in our High School." says the
"Sec." speaking of Don Matheson
who was the guest speaker a week
ago.

Mr and Mrs. Kennedy Crane mo-1
tored to Augusta Monday, return- I
ing that evening. Noticeable along
the country were the beautifully
decorated farm houses, nearly
every onc having a lighted tree or
decorated door. One in particular
near Jefferson which is quite strik
ing. is a building outlined in lights
with large silver letters spelling
"Silent Night" against the dark
sky.
'
Two counts were lodged in Munici
pal Court Tuesday against Milton L Gamage whose car struck
and fatally injured George S Morse
of Thomaston Sunday night On
a reckless driving charge he was
given the alternative sentence of
$200 and costs or serve 90 days in
Knox County Jail He appealed
and furnished bail in the sum of
$500, The warrant charging exces- j
sive speed was filed.

And if you want—

GARDENIAS
for lhe Holiday Dances, please
order them now !

Always buy of a reliable company
BORN
which has been in business 18 years
Pease—At Rockland. Dec. 18. to Mr without a dissatisfied customer, and
end Mrs James M Pease, a daughter—
gives two years' free service.
Judith Martan.
lewis—At. Northport. Dec J8. to Mr
See window at 435 Main St., across
and Mrs John Lewis, a daughter.
from Perry's Market, or call Harold
E. Coombs, 64 Masonic St.. Tel. 768-R.
MARRIED
Giving a liberal discount and
Gross-Merriam—At Rockland. Dec 22.
' by Rev J Charles MacDonald. Charles trade-in allowance on all merchan
E. Gross and Miss Dorothea C. Mer dise until Jan. 1, 1939.
riam. both of Rockland^
152*153
Johnson-Ogier—At Rockland. Dec 19.
by Rev. Corwin H. Olds. Elmer John
son of St. Oeorge <and Eudella Ogier of zizmgrararzfzjgiafBfBjgfzfamg/a
Rockland.

I

LIT IFF. PIG

ROASTING
PORK, .

LB.

PURE PORK

NUTS AND CANDY

HOME-MADE SAUSAGE................. lb 21c

9nI

P

Io England Heinz went for magic recipes of
LEAN FRESH HAMBURG.................... lb 15c
old fa>liioned holiday pudding. From Greece to
Walnuts,
Ib 21c LEAN STEWING BEEF........................ lb 19c
California for lusricus fruits.
And so Heinz
Pudding teems with feast dav delieioiisness
Mixed Nuts,
lb 19c NATIVE PORK STEAK........................ lb 29c
Itiady In lieal and enjoy. Dale and Plum and
PORK CHOPS, center cuts................... lb 19c
Fig.
Fancy Ribbon Candy
2 tins, 65c
STEWING OYSTERS.................. pint 23c
2 lb box 29c
HOME-MADE MINCE MEAT........ 2 lbs 25c
Filled Hard Candy
SUPREME DOUGHNUTS....................... 2’dozen 2?c
1 lb bag 19c
OCEAN SPRAY
MARVEL
BREAD
.....................
two
20-oz
loaves
17c
CANDY FILLED
CRANBERRY
TWO
XMAS STOCKINGS GOLDEN CREAM LAYER CAKES................ each 17c
SAUCE
TINS
COTTAGE CHEESE, fresh daily ... . . ............. 2 lhs 25c
3 for 10c

23/

FANCY CAPE COD CRANBERRIES............................................. quart19c
FRESH CRISP CELERY, large bunches .................... 2 bunches 23c

lb bag 17c

NONE SUCH

•
Direct from the orchards to us.
FANCY’ LARGE TREE-RIPENED, UNCOLORED

GRAPE FRUIT, full ol juice......................... 8 for 25c
ORANGES, fancy Florida, la rge size............. 2 doz 39c

3 lbs 29c

Pop Corn, 3 tins 25c
AND GIVE YOUR DOG
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

OLD TRUSTY

Xmas Stockings ea 19c
These are filled with se veral kinds
of Dog Foods. Don't leave Fido off
your Christmas list.

Soda Crackers, two 2-lb bxs
Corned Beef,
12 oz tins
Dromedary Dates, 7% oz pkg
Fresh Roasted Coffee,
3 lbs
Sugar, conf, or brown, lb pkg
Moxie, contents,
2 lge bots
Kate Smith Cake Sets,
each
Bisquick,
lge pkg
Tomato Juice,
No. 5 tin
Macaroni or Spaghetti,
two 1-lb pkgs

ASSORTED

Corn Cakes,

doz 9c

HERSHEY’S CHOCOLATE!

pkg 25c

Kisses,
FRESII ROASTED

Peanuts,

2 qts 19c

FANCY—8 OZ. BASKET

Pecan Meats,

23c

Cluster Raisins

29c
29c
25c
25c
15c
21c
29c
8c

RAISINS
TWO PKGS

15/

MORTON HOUSE

DATE tins
PUDDING

25/

Grapefruit Juice,
4 tins 29c
Dromedary Baked Apples 3 tns 29c
Jell-O, all flavors,
4 pkgs 17c
Marshmallow Fluff,
lge tin 19c
Currants,
two 11-oz pkgs 19c
My-T-Fine Lemon Dessert,
4 pkgs 15c
Maine Golden Bantam Corn,
3 tins 25c
Maine Pumpkin or Squash lg tn 10c
String Beans, four 15-oz tins 29c

27c
15c
10c
39c
6c
25c
23c
25c
19c

13c

. . . XMAS

TOBACCO . . .

GEORGE WASHINGTON TOBACCO,............................ lb tin 55c
PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO .......................................... Ib tin 75c
Luxury .................... Ib pkg 75c Edgeworth.............. S oz tin 59c
£eg

Christmas Wrapped

10/

SEEDED OR SEEDLESS

FANCY QUALITY

syrup

Pitted Date$,

MINCE PKO
MEAT

COMB HONEY. RII'E TOMATOES. BROCCOLI, MUSHROOMS, DELICIOUS APPLES.
PEARS, GRAPES, CAULIFLOWER, BUNCH CARROTS AND BEETS. SWEET POTA
TOES, PEPPERS, CUCUMBERS, ONIONS, NEW CABBAGE, PARSNIPS, LETTUCE,
RED ( ABBAGE, DATES, FIGS.

2 lge tins
YELLOW CLING
CHOCOLATE COVERED
A DC
FANCY BARTLETT
2 lge tins
Cherries, lb box 25c IDCLARD,
IN
GOOD TO THE
lb
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE,
LAST DROP
Kisses,
2 lbs 25c DEL MONTE EARLY GARDEN PEAS,
2 tins
Molasses or Peanut Butter
ib jar
ORANGE MARMALADE, pure,
POP-O
SNO-SHEEN
pkg
SOFT-AS-SII.K
CI. SWANS |,OWN
Pop Corn, lge tin 19c CAKE FLOUR,
SLICED OR
2 No. 2 tins
DOLE PINEAPPLE,
All Popped, Buttered and Salted
CRUSHED
pkg
Fancy Layer Figs,
lb 23c BELL'S POULTRY SEASONING,

FANCY

Ambulance Service

PUDDING, by Heinz

LARGE BUDDED

PFAfUCC
rCiMVllEMj,

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP

CARD OF THANKS
Sincere appreciation Is expressed to
the doctors, nurses and other mem
bers of the Knox Hospital staff, friends,
co-workers and others whose kindness
and friendly remembrance brought
eheer and comfort ln the long hours
of a patient's day. Such tokens of
friendship endure In memory
Oeorge Ryan. Mildred O'Donnell
Rockland

FANCY PLUMP TURKEYS
SELECTED CHICKENS, DUCKS, GEESE, AND
FOWL

Hershey Bars,
3 for 10c
Pep’mint Patties lb pkg 19c
Asst. Chocolates, lb box 25c
Peanut Brittle, lb pkg 19c
Ice Cream Drops, 2 lbs 29c

There were 60 Comrades of tlie j
Way from Camden and Rockland at I
the annual Christmas Comrades'
Re-union in the Rockland Congre-(
gational Church Sunday night.;
Rev. Winfield Witham was thc
TEL. 318-W
speaker, and parent-hostesses were
371
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND
Mrs. John Pomroy, Mrs. David
153-154
Beach, and Mrs. Corwin Olds. After
the ritual and the address there
were moving pictures of the church
young-people's camp, a song period, yjrajzfZfzrarararafgJZfgmzjzrerafBj
led by Charles Havener, and then
ALWAYS BUY
the Comrades retired to the attrac
tively decorated church parlor for Standard make electrical appliances
refreshments.
with a 5 or 10 year guarantee.

DIED
Packard—At. Owls Head. Dec. 21.
Franklin M Packard, aged 70 years, 7
months, 9 days
Funeral Friday at
2 o'clock from residence In Owls Head.
Gould—A’, Hope, Dec 20. Lucillous E
Gould, aged 58 years. Funeral today
at 1 o'clock from Oood luneral home
Camden
Spear—At Thomaston. Dec. 21. Almi
H widow of Job A. Spear, aged 79
years, 7 months. 25 days
Funeral
from the residence. 98 Main street.
I Saturday at 2 o'clock. Interment In
Thomaston cemetery.

Order Early To Be Assured of a Fine Bird

Toffee,

MISTLETOE
at SILSBY’S

FOR THE

f^And here’s hoping Santa Claus will bring you “just
what you want.” There is nothing quite so satisfactory
as a bountiful Christmas Dinner . , . for that occasion we
have everything you need—from the first course to the
last—Jams and Jellies, Candy, Nuts, Sweets and all the
fixins’.. . Here you will find the best of everything; and
heie you will have the choicest the markets afford ... all
offered to you under the most sanitary conditions and all
accompanied by our usual Prompt Courteous Service!

RUM AND BUTTER

Come on. Boys and Girls, there's

’$ Gum

"> P11* 53‘

Edgeworth.............16 ox tin 1.05

Domino Cigarettes, carton 99c
Ready nub, sliced or junior
GRANGER TOBACCO ......................................................... lb tin 55c
VELVET TOBACCO ................................................................ lb tin 75c

CIGARETTES,

ALL POPULAR BRANDS
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

2 packages 25c; full carton $1.19

Cut Your Christmas Kitchen Work in Half With These Miracle Foods. Birdseye Foods Come All
Washed and Cleaned, Ready To Cook or Serve.
SERVE BIRDSEYE FOO DS THIS CHRISTMAS

SHOP IN COMFORT AT OUR PARK STREET MARKET—AMPLE PARKING—PLENTY OF SHOPPING ROOM

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 862
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

Friendly
Home-Owned Stores

THE

PERRY

MARKETS"

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE ATOUR PARK ST.MARKET
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Every-Other-Day

Christmas program Friday after- [Eveiy Heart Prepare Him Room #«s- cn THOMASTON
noon under the direction of their [ b> the choirs; "The Silent Holy ,
1 ‘‘VXIVIZAD 1 v/lN
teacher Miss Evelyn Sawyer, with i Night." choir and the soprano solo,
William
Makinen
has a winter's
Birthdays come but once a year.
Albert B Elwell and son Calvin.
13 guests present. Cast of the play I by Mrs Ruby Kalloch. and soprano_____
e-S X> XS
The most Important one Is near
i were visitors Saturdav in Tenants But Appleton Ridge Mourns
XX XX XX xX
ft ft ft ft
"Who
Gave
the
Christmas
Party.
'
j
alto
duet,
by
Mrs.
Kalloch
and
Mrs
c
‘
np
at
Axel
Gronros boat
[ When we pause awhile hi earth s career u.-jv,.
Rockland.
I ryv,
Included. Marguerite Sanborn. Ray-[Avis. Norwood.
shop- Ro
"ki9nd
To remember felonrlc
friends xt'xs
we cherish Hpnr
dear, 1
ALENA L STARRETT
the Passing of “Billy
MRS LOUISE MILLER
i To send them a greeting card for 1 Mrs. Amber W Childs and Mrs
j mond William'. Averill Jellison. Allan ]
"O come to Us, Abide With Us,"
The "Gold Star Workers" and
Correspondent
Correspondent
cheer.
I Irene Sprague were among tho e
Green”
Erickson. Roberta Lane. John Lane tenor solo. Roger Teague; "Th? "The Weskeag Farmers." boys' and
XX XX XX XX
XX XX XX XX
i There's no other birthday on records I who attended cooking school Wed(Doris Sanborn, and Adelbert Lane Angela" choir; "Away in the Manger " girls’ 4-H Clubs, held a Christmas
appear
nesday at the village.
Billy
Green."
the
beloved
and
"Christmas Bells" and "Dsck the 1 choir; "Three Kings of the Orient". party at the primary school home
Tel. 49
i Broadcast so far as Jesus; Savior and
Tel. 27
Mr and Mrs. Chester Austin of j faithful horse owned bv Maude S
Seer
Hall," were sung by the school Reci- 1 chorus and choir, tenor solo by Saturday afternoon. A eame party
.... .
...
. .
. ,
Oardiner were callers Saturday in fuh^. dled
8 at the age of 27
tations were given by Raymond! Roger Teague, baritone and bass will be held today at Mrs. Myrtle
Albert
Leavitt,
son
and
daughter
this
community.
1
vears
He
was
born
in
8ear«mont
Rev. L. Clark French will have Williams. William Fogg. Walter j solo by John Robinson "There is Mak.nen's.
Mrs. Charles Sprague was ten of Welchvllle were callers Saturday
Mrs. Albee Sldelinger. Mrs Fannie tu. at t” age of ,hree months went
as sermon topic at the Congrega
dered a surprise birthday party- at Maude E. Mank s.
Fcrget-me-not Chapter OE S met
Weaver. Mrs. Martha Benner and to live on Appleton Ridge where he tional Church Sunday morning Lane. Stanley Fogg. Paul Melltn. Room In My Heart. " alto solo. Mrs.
Pease and choir; "The Herald Monday, a gift laden Christmas
last Thursday night by her childRev. O G. Barnard, pastor of the , Miss Cora Merry were Waterville I spent the remainder cf his life. He "The Reception of Jesus." Music Geraldine Billings. Robert Keating. Hazel
Angels
Sing"
and
"Glory
to
the
ten. Helen. Jennie and William. Methodist Church was recently in visitors Wednesday,
Marjorie Lane. Nell Colburn. Ken
tree being the center of attraction.
Those bidden were Mrs. Dennis this vicinity in the interest cf the I Mrs Jennie Bucklin is employed I was a very Intelligent horse. He will Include the anthems "Tidings neth Lane, Carrie Sanborn. Rich Newborn King" by the choir Mrs. In the exchange of gifts much mer
of
Great
Joy"
and
“
Blessed
Night;"
i
would
take
down
the
pasture
bars
Wyllie
will
be
the
accompanist.
Mank. Mrs. Cassie Simmons, Mrs Christian Civic League of Maine.
riment was caused by the unique
(at W A. Jack-on's where she is with his teeth, until an iron one and 'Gh Holy Night" soprano solo ard Jellison. Mary Fogg, Gilbert
Melissa Davis. Mrs. Joseph Gould
presente received by the men Re
Rev. Mary S. Gibson went to | caring for Mrs. Jackson s mother. was used and that was too much by Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. The Church Fogg. Doris Sanborn. Allan Erick
son. Averill Jellison. Marguerite
and Mr. Sprague
freshments were served and Christ
!£ UNIONS
Damariscotta recently to officiate at 1 who is ill.
school
will
be
omitted
but
there
will
|
fot
him.
Sanborn, Robert Lane, and Laura
Roy Beal of Lynn. Mass., visited the funeral of a former parishioner. [ Mr and Mrs. Owen B Luke
mas carols were sung.
be
the
children's
story
cpu. i Erickson. Raymond Jenkins acted
over the weekend at the home of Mrs. Maude E. Mank accompanied I passed the weekend in East | It took more than a hasp, button
Miss Mary Sleeper, who teaches 111
i or wooden bar to keep the door of school members who attend will be as Santa at the Chlr.tnws party
Seven Tree Grange officers, re Rangeley. arrived Saturday to spend
Mrs. Warren W. Creamer.
her as chauffeur.
! Boothbay.
A securely credited as usual. The service at which concluded the afternoon's cently elected, are: I R Danforth, i the holidays at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Havener
here
"
Those who attended the high i Vellls C. Weaver and daughter, | hi- box stall closed
7 o'clock will be omitted.
master; David Carroll, overseer;
entertainment.
Mr. and Mr/ Parker Jackson
have returned from Black Island to, school plays in Waldoboro Friday Frances, visited Saturday in Au- fastened Iron bar had to be used
Rev. Charles W. Turner pastor of ■Nell Colburn, and Teddy Over Aubyne Hawes, lecturer; Chester have named their daughter Shirley
He would bow and shake hands, and
their home on Cole’s Hill.
night speak highly of their enter-'gusta
....... ...... _ Mr. and
i u Mrs. James W
„ Hall of loved t0 lc’ss hls mistress- One of the Baptist Church will deliver a lock missed but one day during the Butler, steward; Donald Calder- Beverly..
Frel Dalton is confined to his twinmehtr
,^L
wood. assistant steward; Ralph
Ruby Walter
Walter Miller
Miller. Mrs
Mrs Elmore are guests of their daughter. his sp€cial J°-Vs was to chas« autos. sermonette Sunday morning de fall term.
A P. Pillsbury of South Wey
home by illness.
Mrs. Rubv
voted to the Christmas concert, to
Only a horse.
Pupils not tardy during the fall Sayward. treasurer; Eesie Carroll, mouth Ma s., was a recent guest at
Meenahga Grange will have its Maude E. Mank and Mrs. Addle L. i Mrs. Albert Elwell over the holiday
be
given
by
members
of
the
church
But
a
true
friend
was
he;
term were Roberta Lane, Averill secretary; Nancy Ayer, chaplain: Charles Peterson's. Mr. Peterson
annual Christmas tree Thursday Walter motored Monday to Dam- ] Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ralph. Mis i
And bv his mistress
school under the direction of Miss Jellison. Gilbert Fogg. Richard Melvin GlesAon. gatekeeper; Ethel returned to South Weymouth with
Never will forgotten be
night.
arlscotta.
Marjorie Ralph and Mrs Fred i
Ella
Simmons.
Mrs.
Jennie
KennisJellison. Laura Erickson. Mary Fogg. Danforth. Ceres; Louise Carroll. him to spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Carleton of
A Christmas tree and concert will I Burns were Rockland visitors Satton and Mrs. E. V. Oxton. Rev
Lane. "Teddy" Overlock. Pcmona: Estella Hannon. Flora
Dana Gilmore who is in the em
Springfield were guests Tuesday of be held Sunday at 7 o'clock at th>».iurday.
APPLETON RIDGE *£ Mi Turner will also give a short J Kenneth
Nell Colburn.Stanley Fogg.WilliamI No- ma Fossett
lady as istant ploy of the Central Maine Power
Mr. and Mrs. William Labe.
Methodist church. All are invited. ' Myron L. Hutchins and Clyde |
at the
^"'Fogg. Geraldine Billings and Jean steward; Albert Goss. executive Co. has been in Southport the last
Jasper Stahl of the Hill School.
Mr and Mrs E. C. Teague will' Borneman were in Friendship last
Ruth Moody and Mrs L. N.
Install^ion will b? thice weeks where they laid a cable
committee.
Pottstown. Penn., is passing a vaca celebrate their 60th. wedding anni- I Friday.
i Moody were Christmas shoppers in fore the presentation of the Christmas cantata, by the senior and Ju....
' from Bcothbay to Southport. A new
Jan 25
tion at his home here.
versary Tuesday night with open . An all day meeting of the Farm Augusta.
nior choirs.
bridge is being constructed there.
Mrs. John Newburn and Mrs. Per house to friends and
relatives. Bureau was held Saturday at the Arnold Pitman, a student at the
Decorations at the Baptist Church
Baptist Cantata
Walter Ripley of Barre and Doro"Repentance" was the theme of Community house with an atten-| University of Maine, is at home for the holiday season the work of |
ley Waltz are employed at Eaton's
Nazarene Church Notes
the ninth consecutive year.
1 thy Ripley of Montpelier, Vt. who
store during the Christmas season the sermon at the Methodist Church xiance of 18. The subject was for the Christmas vacation.
The
Christmas
exercises
and
tree
Mrs. E. V. t^t/m
Oxton who
always’t Ire
ex- , under the able directorship of ChesRobert Goldthwaite of Portland last Sunday the importance of whic 4. ("Christmas Suggestions ' and many Ruth Moody, who was at home for ‘ Mbit/fini
mn^
1 will be at 7.30 tonight. The church were called here by the death of
h.1™ «a w.eU
c vacation, has returned —
was a business visitor in town was earnestly set forth by the patterns and other timely helps
week's
to I: n,Dns
"TX nne lasM* m arrangement are It€r ° Wyllie' the Baptist senlor !i beautifully decorated with tver- their grandmother, Mrs. Miriam
were given out. The next meeting. Dr I P Tuttle's
j lov,ely tl!ls 5eaL 7? ..1 WL Lth 1aRd junior choirs will present at.
preacher. Rev Mrs. Gibson.
Tuesday
and Christmas decorations Sellers, returned Wednesday.
M:ss Alice Baum who is a student
Jan 12. will be to study "Slip
Mrs A O PitnAn. Mrs Johnson
the Bapt‘ 1 auditorium Christmas | Mrs J. W. Ames and committee will
Mr and Mrs. Walter D. Boyd and
Pitman and son Ray were callers ™eath^ are placed at the organ and I night the cantata. "Prepare Him 1 Mr" ‘
at Westbrook Junior College, Portdaughter Helen of Kingman were « EAST WALDOBORO *5 Covers
be in charge.
[ land, came home Saturday to spend
, , , ,
Room" written and arranged b>
guests Monday and Tuesday of
, Once again passersby are cheered Saturday at Dr B H Kellar’s in the pulpit.
Sunday morning at 10 o'clock the 1 the Christmas recess.
I Rosemary Hadler
Eugene A. Taylor.
al;d J£rs,jPerley Wmchebachlby the brilliantly lighted tree on Thomaston
paster will deliver a Christmas mes
Elementary School Notes
Thirty-four voices will be heard sage.
Mrs Lawrence T. Weston goes of South Waldoboro were recent-! Nathan Farwell's lawn
Recent Christmas shoppers in |
The special emphasis In the
S.ncerity is mo.e convincing than
today to Bangor where she will cullers at Laforest I. Mank s
Miss Mildred A Elwell student j Rockland from this vicinity have 1 Only six tardy marks mar the in the chorus: sopranos. Mrs Ruby cnurch school is for every member
remain over Christmas with her
Charles Le May and brother of nurse a t New England Bapti t ' been: Mr and Mrs. Thomas Wil- register at the Hinckley Corner pri- Kalloch. Mrs. Carrie Butler. Mrs to take his neighbors. This em- eloquence.
mother Mrs. Harriet Young. She Methuen. Mass., who have been cut- Hospital, underwent a surgical Hams and daughter Mary; Mabel mary school for the term of 15 Ruth Perry. Mrs. Charles Turner, phasis is throughout the New Eng-,
christmas
Fitzgerald. Gwendolyn Fitzgerald; j weeks. Pupils not absent during and Mrs. Helen Borneman; junior land district.
will be joined Saturday by Mr.
Christmas trees made their last operation 'there Sunday
1
_
_ , „
H
choir.
Mary
Ludwig.
Ann
Norwood.
Maude
Fuller.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
New|
the
term
are.
Joyce
Butler
Ruth
Weston.
Monday.
At the close of the Sunday school than The Courler-Qasette? Three
Elizabeth
Kennlston.
Lois
Bazebert.
Mrs.
Earl
Sprowl.
Mrs
Law1
Pease.
Jill
Cogan.
LeRoy
Pease.
Dale
Mrs Sarah Burgess of Union has
01
Bowden and family were 1
I session last Sunday Miss Beateic? times a week, every week In the
RAZORVILLE »<
been recent guest of her son John callers Sunday at Albert Shuman's
rence Mcody. L N Moody and Messer. Nancy Aho. Dorothy Aho. j more Theresa Huntley Jeannette
‘p^-m ""Go.‘>d year It will bring all'th home news
a,’ri
Tiding. of Great Joy." The pa.c to the recipient and with T
,
daughter Ruth.
and
Burgess.
in North Waldoboro.
J
---------------------A Christmas tree and entertainMr and Mrs p.arl gprowi and son ‘pul one half day. Nathala McKinley 1 wood. Jeannette Perry. Harold Pease A-* ''l1 'ciinrfav^ivirhte Vhp Pastor Rev tO the reclplent and
11 a kindMr and Mrs. George Boggs spent
Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Miss----------Marian
the weekend in Boston.
Flanders and Henry lives attended nient were held Friday night at the Rjchard were callers Sunday at Mrs. James Halligan, Alice Kennlston; Jr.. Edward Wilson. Alfred Wil-on
‘ hBS nreacheri a series I ly thou8ht of you. the donor. Slmpiy
schoolhouse where a large company Luju gprowpa jn searsmont.
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■ * Keene
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" and next Sunday will be "The Shat$3 to The Courier-Oazette,
and 1Hi«s
of New York ,Harold
Black and family of _
Ten rt&
gathe
!*d tto W
wl11l2*
of
Berry. Anita Robinson and Annette son. Robert Wyllie; tenors. Rog?.- tered yessei •• Services next Sun- Rockland, and we will do the reel
citv i rrived Wednesday to pass the a"ts Harbor wye guests Monday (c.h‘‘d
Waterville visitors last Thursday
Cogan
| Teague, and Fred Kenniston; altos. rta,
\fornine worshin at 10 . > j.
W
corning
worsmp
at io including
jflpaid
Mrs.
ociock-arechurch
school
1115- special
---------- ° the mai
-------ng at Chr stmas
Christmas recess at their home at Joseph Olande s
paid ?for
“rJthe
pe youngsters did themMrs A H Moody dined Saturday j Joan Maxey, of the first grade and j Mrs. Hazel Pease. Mrs. Bertha aa/
hpr<,
i Mr. and Mrs. Millard E. Watsdr. selves proud
at the home of her daughter. Mrs Gary Kenniston of the third grade Drewett. Mrs. Annie Lehto. Miss piay’.- at the church altar 6 30' time of an attract'ive Yuletlde gift
Mr< Celia Gross of Gorham is Miss Ruth Watson. Miss Ruth AcMr and MFS RalPh Hannan
sold the most tickets for the oper- ! Bertha... Teague. Miss Mary Trone. and
and 7,
1P PVen
in2 preaching
nreachine service
servi-c card bearing
bearing your
your name
name as
as the
the
the
evening
Mrs Celia oross 01 oornam is fB
„
d Ravmnnrt Union were dinner guests recently Alice Buck in Warren.
etta given TuesdayMiss V trgina Wyllie. Miss Phyllis I at 7 o'clock
passing the holidays at the home ton oi Brocton Mass. and Raymond
Howard's
giver
146-159
Primary
School
Notes
of her mother Mrs. Cora Nash
Watson of Bath visited Sunday a: at Mrs Maua M0»arQS
At the Intermediate school mem-[Ferry. Mrs Avis Norwood basses.1'^___
'
Mr and Mrs Clifton Brann were
School closed Friday for a vaca- btrs of grade six. who were neither ■ John Robinson. Rev. Charles W
Mrs Florence Shuman and Ar- L- L Manks. Mrs. Gilmore Noygs
in
Waterville
Saturday
on
a
bustt)on
0(
two
we
eks
A
Christmas
1
i
a
te
or
absent
during
the
term
are
Turner.
Percy
Kenniston
Alfred
thur Chute were Portland visitors
Jefferson was a recent caller.
Wednesday
Little
Mr and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney
NorJr., have returned from a tw
Norwcxxi.
weeks visit In Detroit. Mich.
'"Yu”’ c j
j ,,
children
several visitors were
<.(«, B„PCfc
The Bridae Club will omit its
Mrs John Flanders and Mu- cr.uureu.
oc n.i
cia. guests.
and Virginia Wyllie; tenor solo. “C
r.ieetinn this week
The next ses-Marian Flanders were in Damarispr^ntD
_
hpr
children
in this room sold gan
PatriciaMoody. Mary
Nor Holy Night" Chester Wyllie; piano
FOR LUXURY LOWERS
ton wUl be Dec 29 at the home of cotte Tuesday accompanied by Mr- hc^s
®r a‘few ^ys. has re°f."!a^_.Sta.mpj -F?! ! w>«»- Annette Perry. Carroll
and organ duet. "Christmas Fanward Bean. Grade Three, sold $1.15 Martin.
1 Harold W Flanders.
ta'le". Mrs. Charles W. Turner and
Mrs. C. B Stahl.
inhn r Coonev has been spend~ Union
r'”” where she has em
"
worth, the most of any student ini Pupils of the Highlands school. Mrs. Grace Wyllie for the offertorv.
Miss Ellie Mank went to West turned to
-A GIFT BY
mv ^w£k fr New Ywk
Falmouth Saturday to visit Mr and Payment for 'he season
the three schools,
Bast Warren gave an enjoyable
The cantata will consist of: "Let
tag a week in New Yor*
Vrs Frank M Newbert
' Mr and Mrs OdcH Bowes dined
Rev. Harold Nutter visited school
Portland* vteiwrs Monday
, "t Uvuig Sawyer ■ i Thomaston ®unday at the home °f MrS Maudj Friday morning He told an in-I
ww<<WM«x!<ie<<c<c«ei
Mrs William Flint spent Tuesday , who Is ^pri.^ta Mia mi galled °^a Humes and daughter M y
enjoyed StOn’' Wh‘Cl*
in Portland.
,, _da'31 Y
,.L ?;anK£ ol Stickney Corner visited Sunday
Children not absent for the 16
I He was accompanied by Mr. Stevens with Mrs Carrie Clark
weeks were: Paul Jones. Jr.. Grade
GiH for Any Home!
Rose A. Winchenbach
Mrs. Forence Fanders and MisMr and Mrs. Viram Cummings IV; Edward Bean. Wayne Butler.
Rosa A Winchenbach. 52. died
"a"de” 8ttended
were Union visitors Saturday.
Betty Fuller. Grace Gushee. Robert
Monday at the Little Nursing Home ^X'^^rlGi n
, . _
Pearl Boynton of Liberty was Gushee. Stanford Gushee. MeliOF LONDON
.... an illness of c,
Pr„i weeks.
I,- I' , The Social Crab n -cl
after
several
T
guest Sunday of his mother. Mrs. sande Jones all of Grade III; Philip
She is survived bv her husband Ray ' aa>' Jllh*abe‘
ihe progratn Rose Boynton
Newman. Grade IT; Edna Paul Ma
Winchenbach. and two sisters Mrs b>
Mildred Gammon consisted
Wilbur Pitman celebrated hts rian Griffin Grade I; Arthur Bean |
Edward Barter of Keene. N H and
“'Pl
a"d birthday Sunday at his home here. Suh-nrimarv
Electric
Mrs
Hazel
Bowen;
household
helps.
School here Mrs Cramer, teacher.
children missing one dav were:
Mrs. Fred Teel of this town besides
Mrs. Delora Mank and Mrs. Mills: is in session this week to make_up Neil Robbins. Grade II; Maybelle1
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held from *'ord con'est. prizes awarded Mrs Ume lost at Thanksglvlng
The Morang. sub-primary.
CASSEHOLE
Children absent one-half day j
he' home Thursday at 1 o'clock Bcwers and Mrs McIntire. Re- ojder schools close lor two weeks.
Bellow the Aottering gift of kiiury,
„
‘ „ ",_ freshments were served. A picrU"
were: Clayton Wadsworth Grade
Rev. C Vaug
nutch Neck dir‘n€r and Christmas tree will be
welcomed by every one you know.
Interment will be in Du,ch Neck
Mfs Edna whlt4i
III: Melvin Wadsworth. Grade II [
NO. BURKETTVILLE
Only five tardy marks were made I
Regularly $5.50
English Lavender. Dusting Powder,
cemetery.
....
[ each gift to be accompanied by an
Raymond Carlton. Jr., of South on the register by the 38 boys and
original
verse.
Lavendomeol and Lavender Soap
Packed Christmas Boxes
girls
in
this
room
Union spent the weekend with his
Fourte? i members of the Wo
grandmother. Mrs Lelia Turner
are a perfect entemble for conw
Spprial at
man's Club assembled at Communi
The children of Robert Esancy
THORNDIKEV1LLE
pletely luiurioul beouty baths for
ty Garden Club house Tuesday aft
arc ill with chicken pox
| Mrs W S Lothrop made a busiLunch Box Treats
mony days to come. Moil and tele
ernoon to pack Christmas boxes for
Schools closed Friday for two' neas trip to Worcester. Mass, reseveral needy families. In the ab
weeks' vacation. The pupils pre- ! cently.
phone orders filed.
sence of tl-.e president. Mrs. Isabel ----- By Frances Lee Barton—
sented a program and enjoyed a
Myrven Merrill has returned from [
Lab- ‘be meeting was presid n (ier
1 Bluehill where he spent two weeks 1
HE next time you ar? baking Christmas tree.
Mr and Mrs. Willard Ireland had on a hunting trip.
tv the rice president M.
Elsie
pies, remember what a treat it
as
weekend
guests
their
daughter.
Harrv Pushaw and mother were1
Mank.
Is to find a surprise dessert of
Handy for Cooking—Beans, soup stocks, escallops,
| Rockland visitors Saturday.
Mrs Fannie Gray had ci’eige of
pastry tucked Mrs. Gladys Towne and family.
Benjamin Plummer died Friday
Russell Upham of Rockland is
th? p-ig am which was: Reading.
Into the school
biscuits, rakes, fried foods
lunch box — or. after an illness of several months’. employed cutting wood for Leman
"A Christmas Carol" by Mrs. Eva
how nice It 1» : duration. This is Mrs Plummer s Oxtcn in West Rockport and is
Sheaff; History of the most famous
for the family second bereavement within three boarding with his mother. Mrs.
Chiisimas Carols Mrs. Fannie
to find some- months, her mother having died In j Ada Upham.
Gray; solo. "Silent Night, HolyWHRIPTIOH DBl/CCUTt
CENTRAWAAIHE
thing unusual In ’October
Besides his wife. Mr
Kenneth Crabtree a senior at the
Night." Mrs. Richard Gerry; poem.
PHOME 173 ROCKLAND
the rake box p.ummer Is survived by one daugh- U. of M. is home for the Christ
WfclPttMMkMY
"As With Gladness Men of Old"
POWI
when they raid (ter Marguerite of Somerville. Mass., mas vacation.
Mrs. John H. Lovell; solo. "O Little
the pantry In and a brother of Rumford Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill were
Town of Bethlehem," Mrs Louise
Another Ideal Gift at a Big Saving!
. ,
She uT?!118 Ju8t ! Interment was in Miller cemetery callers Sunday at Albert Heath's
Miller; reading. "A Beautiful Gift," remember
to make double the quan- I M
d Mrs wjlIiam L^ht of in Hope.
Mrs. Austin Miller Mrs. Louise tlty of pie crust — and you are all
East Washington are visiting their j C. C Childs has employment at
Miller served as accompanist
Teady to go ahead and make —
daughter. Mrs. Arthur Leigher.
i Myron Robarts in Camden.
Coffee was served by the hostess
Apricot Strips
es Mrs. Fannie Gray and Mrs. Sace
1 recipe pie crust; 1 pound dried ]
Weston.
apricots, stewed and cooled; H '
cup sugar; 2 tablespoons butter; |
*C'EAST LIBERTY
2 cups shredded coconut; T4 oup
sugar; dash of salt; 1 egg, beaten. ,
1
George W. McLain was in Rock thoroughly; >4 cup milk.
Line a large shallow pan or bakland Friday on business
Hattie Howes, son and daughter lng sheet. 13x9 inches, with pastry
were Waterville visitors Wednes rolled *4 Inch thick. Arrange
apricots in rows on dough, sprinkle
day.
with T4 cup sugar, and dot with
News has been received here of hutter. Bske In hot oven (425* F.)
Regular $36.40 Value
the death Dec. 11 of Frank Garland 20 minutes. Cover with coconut
of Whitefield. N. H.. at Lyndonville. topping made by combining coco
Vt.. when his car was struck by a nut, ta cup sugar, salt, egg. and
milk tram. He died of a frac milk. Reduce heat to moderate
tured skull and internal Injuries (375’ F.) and bake 15 minutes
He leaves his wife who was Vir longer, or until delicately browned.
ginia Clark of this place, and a Cool and rut Into 2x4tb inch strips.
young daughter.
Makes 1 dozen strips.

«€ NO. WALDOBORO *€

ORFF’S CORNER

Was Only A Horse

WALDOBORO

WARREN

.95

S

T

^CORNERS

oirc the Eamily a CHRISTMAS BARGAIN PACKAGE

ALL

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

for
$22.95 Value

$3.50 Value
GENERAL ELECTRIC HOTPOINT

General Electric Radio with Push-Button

TOASTER

Electric Tuning

Attractively

finished

Chromeplate.
solid side panels.

Embossed

in

gleaming
design

on

Quick-heating, mica-

core heating units insure even toasting.

Cool

door handles provide for easily

lowering

$9.95 Value

doors

to

turn

Scratch-proof fiber feet.

MILLER COLONIAL BRASS

the

toast.

I

DOWN
(18

monthly

pay

ments of approxi
mately $1.61, or if

you prefer to pey
cash—only $27.95)

Five automatic electric tuning keys and one
manual tuning key. Push the button and you
get any one of five popular stations, or use
the manual operating button and you have a
full range of all stations. Standard broadcast
reception, five tubes, super-heterodyne, superb
tone, automatic volume control. Beautiful twotone
walnut veneer cabinet
approximately
*13x8x6 inches.
Attached inside antenna, wire
included.

CENTRAlStMAINE
POWt^COMPAMT

TABLE LAMP

Made to the exacting standards of

Illuminating

rect and
with

100-watt bulb.

tarnishing
parchment

Society.

Engineering

indirect lighting.
brass

Handsome, non

base

shade.

Di

Complete

with

An

attractive

unusual

have in your home.

"Billy the Kid Returns," a Republic Picture.

odv

$22.95

Reg. Value

$36.40
Mt •.i.-.V

9.95
3.50

fine-

quality lamp that you'll be proud to

Smiley Burnette and Morgan Wallace in a scene from

RADIO
LAMP
TOASTER

You Save '8

.45

Every-Other-Day
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JES ’FORE CHRISTMAS
Esther calls me William, sister calls me
Will.
Mother calls me Willie—but the fellers
call me BUI!
ZS /*\ XX XX
Mighty glad I afli't a girl—ruther be a
boy
MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
Without them sashes, curls an' things
Correspondent
that's worn by Fontleroy!
i Love to chawnk green apples an' go
swlmmln' In the lakeUnlon Church Circle will serve Hate
caster-|le *hey give fr
supper tonight in the vestry.
Most all the time the hull year roun’

VINAL HAVEN

Marguerite Chapter OE.S. met „ . , tbe.r.e “‘“I1?0 flles cn nie
Monday night. The degrees were j ut J j’ kin rbe7h
m BS good BS
worked on one candidate. After the
ceremonies a Christmas tree was 'Qot BOnBllthedc|tI>amed sporv—slck lm
enjoyed. Mrs. Nellie Thomas was Fust thing she knows, she doesn't know
n charge of the tree and refreshwhere she is at!
ments.__assisted by, Martha
Thomp',,2n when us boys
..
... f Got 8
goes out 1toledslide,
ion. The annual meeting will be I Long comes a grocery cart an we all
Jan. 2
hook a ride!
t
,
i
n k . x.
But, sometimes, when the groceryman
Leon Hopkins is a patient in th#
ts worrited an' cioss,
tf. S. Marine Hospital in Chelsea,I. He reaches at me with his whip and
Mass. He would appreciate hear- | An.
ah^holkr ..Qh you
ing from friends.
never teched me!"
i
’ ‘fore Christmas I'm as good as I
Mrs. Mary Noyes left today for But Jes
I kin be!
Providence where she will pas; the
Gram'ma says she hopes that when I
winter with her son Fred Noyes.
get to be a man
The Knit-Wits met Tuesday night I’ll be a mlsslonerer like her oldes'
brother Dan.
with Mrs. D H. Daggett. Luncheon
et' up by the cannibals thr
was served followed by the annual , As wuz
* live In Ceylon's Isle1
Christmas tree.
I Where every prospeck pleases an' onlv
man Is vile!
Mrs. Franklin
Hopkins,, who
has. Ii But gram'ma
.
. , .
..
she had never been to
been guest of her parents the past i
see a wild West show
month, returned Wednesday to I or read the life of Daniel Boone, o
1 guess
know ls
I That else
BuffRlo
Blu she'dcowboys

Camden
vamuen.

i

Foods, facts—foibles
cfn ; It

.

i

*,_ <

ROAST GOOSE SERVED WITH

FRUITS WAS A FAVORITE
DISH WITH THE EGYPTIANS.

MODERN SCIENTIFIC EXPER
a;

IMENTS HAVE SHOWN

z

THAT THE ANCIENT

CUSTOM OF SERVING
______
. APPLES WITH THE
MEAT COURSE - PARTICULARLY WITH PORK OR C005E- AIDS
THE DIGESTION OF THESE FOODS.

WAITERS AT THE ANROUET
RESTAURANT IN PARIS HAVE

an operetta and Friday at the Vil
«€ SEARSMONT
lage Grange hall the children of the
Grammar and Primary rooms are
i
A Yuletide Program
Mrs. Harry Merrill, son Floren- also having a Christmas operetta,
tlus, daughter Emeline Esancy and Both entertainments are being
The Christmas season was ob
Mrs. Alice Esancy, Mr. and Mrs. given for the P.T.A. fund and are served at the Community Metho
Verne Denico and granddaughter
Dorothy Brown. Herbert Esancy. directed by the music teacher. Mrs. dist Church Sunday with this pro
son Ralph and Ardelle Bumps were Mildred Washburn of Augusta A gram : Hymn. 'There's a Song in the
among the recent business visitors collection will be taken, instead of Air;" The Apostles’ Creed; Readmission.
spen'ive Reading for Christmas,
in Waterville.
Mrs. Emeline Esancy and chil led by Mrs. Harold Cobb; reading,
Miss Ida Elwin and sister Mrs.
Lillian Shaw of Somerville were dren visited her parents Sunday in "A Christmas Prayer," Mrs. Arthur
Sweetland; prayer. Wyman G
callers Wednesday at Miss Mabel Windsor.
Prescott's.
Erskine Academy furnished a fine, Drinkwater; Scripture reading. Mrs
Miss Ida Elwin has sold her supper and entertainment last Bertha Wills;
Hymn. "O Little Town of Bethlehouse “The Gables" to Mr. Cun Thursday for the Parent-Teacher
1 hem;" recitation. "Santa Claus."
j Association.
ningham of Winslow
School closed Friday for a two Chester Richards; song. “Christ
Fred Poulliot Jr. of North Vassal- weeks' vacation.
A social and mas Greens." Barbara Cushman
boro was dinner guest Saturday at Christmas tree were enjoyed in the and Pearl Batchelder; recitation,
Herbert Esancy’s.
1 "Chri'tmas." Dorothy Keene; song.
evening.
I "Dear Old Santa,” Pearl Batchelder
China Grange had a Christmas
The more prosperous the times, and Barbara Cushman; recitation.
tree Wednesday night. The South
"Christmas Tide." Billy Warner;
China and other schools are having the less the parking space.
SOUTH CHINA *€

CHEESES AND VARIOUS TYPES
OF PERSONALITIES. FOR EXAMPLE, THEY

HAVE OBSERVED THAT ARTISTS PREFER CAMEMBERT-

~f/tc Cliristmas^w#

BUSINESS MEN, CRUVERE- ADVENTURERS, ROQUEFORT

AND LOVESICK INDIVIDUALS?

' THE POET SHELLEY WAS ABSENT

HAPPINESS

( MINDED ABOUT EATING AND OFTEN

FORGOT WHETHER OR NOT HE HAD
EATEN THE LAST MEAL. HE WOULD

AND A

COME OUT Of HIS STUDY AND ASK“MARY, HAVE I DINED?”

WELL STOCKED LARDER

FAMOUS GOURMETS OF HISTORY
TURKEY WAS INTRODUCED INTO THE FRENCH -,
CUISINE AT THE MARRIAGE FEAST Of CHARLESD, V7

STORES OPEN FRI. and SAT. EVENINGS
BUY ENOUGH FOR THE DOUBLE HOLIDAY

\

CLOSED ALL BAY MONDAY, DECEMBER 26

IN 1571. THE FIRST TURKEYS CAME TO FRANCE

PRICES ROCKLAND STORES ONLY

FROM MEXICO.

Fruits and Vegetables

Read Down
Read Up
A. M.
P, M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00 |
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven.
Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30

FLORIDAS FOR JUICE

GRAPE FRUIT
LARGE SIZE

MEDIUM SIZE

4F0R15c

10F0R 29*=

DELICIOUS APPLES 4 LBS 25c
NATIVE TURNIP 4 LBS IQc
NATIVE SQUASH 4 LBS JQc
NATIVE ONIONS 10LBBAG 35'
NATIVE CELERY 2 KHS 23'
5c CANDIES
MOXIE
PRICE

EVEREADY

WIDE
SELECTION

CCKKTAIL

5 FRUITCAKES)
-

Bountiful Harvest

MADE FROM AN OLD
ENGLISH RECIPE
OLD
IMGLISH

1 LB - l oi
EACH

EXTRA
CHOICE

2 LB - 6 oi
EACH

GIFT
SIZE

|

4 LBS • 4 oi EA
Pound oi Obion,

EACH

25c»

6»c§
99e?
,9c*

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

eMbtiJlcuf, GandieA.

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which sitrround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Application
H. II. Mase

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

on

Manager

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

June to
October
Hotel
Maselyn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

23c

SWEETHOME «
CHOCOLATES ’
Preston Foster and Arthur Treacher appear as two slick smoothies who
break out of jail to help Phyllis Brook's romance with Tony Martin in “Up
The River," the 20th Century-Fox comedy upheaval.—adv.

THERE
. IS

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

AND
i
THAT IS VxVz
’

1

TAKE HOME A BOTTLE

IL O. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

An Unusual
Bargain For
Christmas

I LB
BOX

CHOCOLATE
MIHATURES

27c §

I L8
BOX

LARGE
20 OZ
LOAVES
LARGE
20 OZ
LOAVES

K
I

FINAST DATES

I

SEEDED RAISINS

27c

I

2 TINS 25c

ft

SEEDLESS RAISINS FANCY
FINAST MINCE MEAT

2

tn,°ns

LB

21c

No iVi TIN

10c

MILK

MILLBROOK OR

*

CRANBERRY SAUCE 2™s23'
RIBBON CANDY 2“fl“25'
BREAD-FRESH DAILY
LONG LOAF,
2
15*
MILK LOAF,
17*
2
I

I

BEVERAGES
RADIO Conlan'i
R&R PLUM PUDDING
CHOICE DARK

OCEAN SPRAY

6 FOR 19c
2 boX 25c

FOR CONTENTS

MEDIUM SIZE
SHRIMP
WHOLE
MILD CHEESE
FINAST SQUASH

Soil, Insuring a

HOTEL
GRALYNN

OLD HOMESTEAD PASTRY

TABLE APPLES

LIGHT FRUIT
CAKE

Booklet

SUGAR 1OLBFAPERBAG46<
LARD
3^25'
CRISCOSPRY 31JB TIN 49c
1 SACK 55c
FLOUR
FLOUR
24»LiI SACK 49c

LARGE SIZE

MEDIUM SIZE

Falls In Fertile

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

FINE GRANULATED

ORANGES
2 dozen 33c 2 D0ZEN 45c

Seed Sown Here

ROCKLAND

4

GOAT CHEESE.

«

Vinal Haven & Rockland
Steamboat Company

readings. "Mary's Son." Mrs. Isabel
Howes; "The Christmas Spirit,"
Mrs. Julia Wentworth; "It is Christ
mas Day," Mrs. Wyman Drinkwa
ter; "Christmas Comes Again,"
Mrs. Russell Knight; "The Magi,"
Mrs. Freeman Woster; "Christmas
Sonnet," Miss Frances Mayhew;
"The Carpenter." Mrs. William
Warner; “Christmas 1938." Mrs
Abbie Bryant; "Peace on Earth,"
Mrs. Etta Marriner;
Christmas sermon, “The Abund
ant Life," written by Rev. Daniel
A. Poling, editor-in-chief cf Chri-tian Herald, and read by Harold P
Cobb; hymn, "Silent Night! Holy
Night!!
Mrs Harold Cobb conducted the
program, assisted by Mrs. Leland
Cushman as organist, Mrs. Etta
Marriner in charge of the children
and Harold P. Cobb as leader of
the singing.

NOTICED A CLOSE RELATION

can cause the Irritation resulting In I
getting up nights, frequent or scanty
The worship most acceptable to
flow, burning, backache or leg pains.
Just say Bukets (25c) to any druggist. Gcd comes from thankful and cheer
Locally at Charles W. Sheldon druggist.
ful hearts.
C. H Moor * Co.

122-tf

«c

SHIP BETWEEN DIEfERENT

d

Neil Calderwood is expected to ar- ;
enough fr me—
rive this week from California to I Bxcep’_j!?’ tore Christmas, when I'm
pass the holidays with his parents. I
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calderwood. Then ol Sport he hangs around, so
1
solemn like an' still—
This Christmas program was pre- His eyes they seem a savin': "What's er
rented Friday at the White School. 1
matter, little Bill?"
Dorothy Cassie, teacher: Welcome, i The ‘’SL-S’?,1?. *!?,?”} 0(Lher perch' a
_ .
_ .
.... .
wonderln what s become
Gordon Davis; My Christmas Wish. , Uv them two enemies uv hem that use
Sadie Gustavson; A Yuletide Ques- „
ter make things hum1
tion. Gary Oakes; The Reason. Ada But u'ke’Vbi'z6 Bnd ’“** “ eBrnes‘
Dyer; The Christmas Tree. Greta That mother say's to father: "How lmSkocg; A Dilemma, Wesley Dalzell; ' . proved our wmie is!"
The road to Santaville. Phyllis , But '‘Xicmns* me ‘ * *’°y hlmself
Bogren and Dorothy Perkin'; I'd , When jes' fore Christmas I'm as good
Like To Be a Little Gift, Connie i
as I kin be!
Phillips; A Funny Fellow. Leverett 1 Por chrls'mas. with its lots an' lots uv
Robinson;
Christmas
Conduct. I
candies, cakes an toys.
Monica Swears: Kitty's Present.! w,,z ™’de'f.tbey say'.f'r^rofTr klds an'
Annie Phllbrook; A Big Wish. So wash yiur ta’ and b/tih yer hair.
Charles Hopkins; Christmas, Caroand mind yer p's and q's.
lyn Perkins; On Christmas Jane An d^'‘,buJ‘ ?ut yer P»ntaioons. an'
ovi-u
. n ji rr^
1,0111 wear out yer shoes;
Sluclds, Orders bv Radio, Thomas say yessum to the ladies and vessir to
Dickey; Christmastide. Aleta Stew- j
the men
mey's company don't pass
art; Santa Claus, Ada Dyer and An wnen
yer plate I'r pie again.
Lorraine Candage; Christmas Day, But. thlnkln’ ol the things you’d like
to see upon that tree.
Gordon Davis and Gary Oakes;
Christmas be as good as you
Christmas ^ean Kelwick; Presents Jes' before
kin be!
Bi? and Small, Jennie Staples;
—Eugene Field
The Mouse's Christmas Letter.
Stephen Chilles; After Christmas.
Edith Conway; Christmas Greet
Cold Turkey
ings. Jack Baggs; Christmas Shop
ping. Ann Robinson; Decorations.
Deserves Conserve
Kenneth Hall: Christmas Worries,
Charles Doughty: Particular, Pa ------ By Frances Lee Barton-----tricia Skoog; Gifts and Gifts. Elmer
HEN the remains of the once
Snowdeal; Christmas Atmosohere, Wnoble turkey appear on the
Cynthia Tupper; A Real Santa dinner table the day after Christ
Claus. Gordon Burgess; Christmas
mas. it’s just as
Carols—Little Town of Bethlehem.
well to have a
Monica Swears; It Came Upon the
culinary surprise
Midnight Clear. Annie Philbrook;
up your sleeve.
Come AH Ye Faithful. Phyllis BogFor while cold
Ten: Silent Night. Connie Phillips.
turkey is very
Fada Gustavson and Gary Oakes;
good, indeed, it’a
A Closing Piece, Victor Gustavson:
appearance will
be not unexpect
A Christmas tree was enjoyed by
ed! So instead
the children
’of a dish of
cranberry sauce flanking the tur
«« DEER ISLE
key, why not introduce cranberries
in the form of a conserve? This
Walter E. Scott. Jr., of New York conserve is so easy to make, by the
city, is spending two-month's vaca modern short boil method and
tion with his parents Capt. and Mrs bottled fruit pectin. You'll get
about 12 glasses from only a few
Walter E. Scott.
pounds of fruit — enough conserve
Elmer Eaton has returned from 'a to last you right into the New Year.
hunting trip.
Cranberry Conserve
Mrs. Leon Weed was in Bangor
7T4 cups (3% lbs.) prepared
Saturday on a visit.
fruit; 5*4 cups (2 lbs. 6 oz.) sugar;
Norma Sylvester. Neva Sylvester *4 bottle fruit pectin; I cup
and Thomas Haskell Jr., are home chopped seeded raisins.
from the University of Maine for
To prepare fruit, add 4 cups
the holiday recess.
water to about 2 pounds fully ripe
Anna E. McVeigh came Friday cranberries. Bring to a boll, cover
from Farmington Normal School to and simmer 10 minutes. Sieve
pulp for jam, if desired. Add 1
spend a vacation with her father.
cup chopped seeded raisins.
Mrs. Vida F. Sylvester has re
Measure sugar and prepared fruit
turned from Stonington.
into large kettle, filling up last cup
with water if necessary. Mix well
For a Christmas gift, why not and bring to a full rolling boil over
fire. Stir constantly before
choose a box of our Stationery for hottest
and while boiling. Boil hard 1
men and women? With name and minute. Remove from fire and stir
address on sheets and envelopes or in fruit pectin. Skim; pour quick
monogram on sheets and address on ly. Paraffin hot jam at once. Makes
about 12 glasses (6 fluid ounces
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $150 a each).
box. We have some very attractive
boxes to select from at The CourierLife, to some, means little more
Gazette office. Three-day service than food and a place to sleep.
guaranteed—adv.
tf
The sin of the coveteous man is
not so much that he wants things,
Does Bladder Irritation
WAKE YOU UP? It'» not normal It's ' but that he wants them at the ex
nature's warning "Danger Ahead." Your
25c back If this 4-day test does not help pense of the rights and happiness of
nature flush excess acid and other others.
wastes from the kidneys Excess acids I

Page Five

«

K
R

I

3

bots

LB TIN

23c
27c

I
R

R

PITTE|}
FANCY

«

2
2
2

pkg

9C

PKGS

17C

PKGS
9 oi
PKGS

15C
17c
23c

MIXED NUTS LARGE ASSORTMENT lb
'V4 ot PKG
BELL'S SEASONING

WALNUTS LARGE DIAMOND BUDDED
NONE SUCH MINCfc MEAT

LB

PKGS

23c
23c

P^iicei. l/jou Sho-uld Know Ahcut
DRY Y£AST

BAK MG POWJEB

12 ei TIN

15c

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE
29c
SUN MEET PRUNE JUICE
& ^1c
OR 7 Noi'zi o.
FINAST PEACHES SLIC'O
HA.VtS
TIN*
UN,
TIM 15C
SECKWItH FIGS
pkg 13c
WH ATIES
PKG 10c
POST BRAN FLAKES
DOLE’S PINEAPPLE GEMS IlN
?,:10c
I GE
PINEAPPLE SLICEDFINAST
OR CRUSHED IlN
HER.HEY * CHOC. iV.IUP 16TINoi 9c
6o.
R CHMOND BEANS
; ■TIN
R&R BONED CHICKEN a..tin 43c
SALADA TEA
p<,aOc
pkg 39c
PILLSBURY’S BRAN
pkg 17c
DAINTY JELL or pucding 3pkgs10c
FINAST GRAPEFRUIT
2 Ne
^4
TINS 19c
MICHIGAN OR
b
Tk 10c
PEA BEANS YORK STATE
FANCY
TALL
2 TINS 19c
PINK SALMON ALASKA
STATLER TOILET TISSUE 3 POLLS 19c
CUT.RITE WAX PAPER *°""oll 5c
WHEATENA or RALSTON
22c
CREAM of WHEAT
^g 23c

FOSS VANILLA
* - »or 23c
BAtBT.’SLYE
11c
SANKA or KAFFE; HAG lbun35C
PINtAPPLE JUICE oo.rs 2 ^*-2Sc
N. 2 TIN 14c
WHOLE BEETS
FINAST
r
RICH AOND CUT BEETS 2NolMi1p
TINS IT*
N. 2 <>7r
BLU^BERRUS
STINS
t lb
TABLET SUGAR
2PKGS
lge tin 59c
OVALTINE

OOr

PUFFED WHEAT
Bp*ss15c
QUAKER
lge pkg 19c
OXYDOL
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE ".cakeISc
LGE IOr SM
INSTANT
TIN
TIN
GORTON’S
CAKES
V?N’s 25c
RUMFORD BAKING PONMR u oi TIN 21 C
ROYAL POWDEP
V,;* 33c
17«
EDUCATOR kOYALMCAHI CELLO 19C

hOjTUM

2

IVORY SOAP
3i&ts«
IXpSc
DEL MONTE FRUIT SALAD N,^25c
SOFTA5ILK
««?’kg 25c
CAMPBELL'S SSU SOUP tin 10c
GRAPENUTS
17c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Evcry-Othcr-Day
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Page Six

g'«xwwsTr{OT^.'W<,;'«T!,»wtw«!<w«w««w:'«
K P room? Tuesday night, with a way Monday night by entertaining
good attendance. A program under 37 boys at a Christma party at thc t
,
Advertisements In tbia column not
the direction of Mrs. Prank Orant Boy Scout hall on Star street. The
, I to exceed three lines Inserted once S3
_
Lucillous E. Gould, age 58. of Hope
consisted of: Song. 'Franklin D. guests were first sent on a peanut |
•0- o A SA
,
25
cents, three times for 50 cente.
Ads£
took his own life by a bullet wound
Roosevelt Jones." by Marie Clark hunt, with prizes offered. Robert |
i I dltional lines five cents each tor
GILBERT HARMON
at his home in Hope Tuesday after
and Leah Tillson in negro costume: Watts was the high scorer, receiving
i [ time 10 cente for three times.
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
i small words to a line.
noon. Mr. Gould returned from a j
Correspondent
piano duet. "Loyal Legions." Bev as his prize a pair of skis. Clyde ,
Correspondent
t’ip to Rockland about 3 o'clock.!
erly Kirkpatrick and Sally Gray: Pierpcnt was second and was ■
An hour later his wife missed him (
ballet, "Beautiful Blue Danube." i awarded a pair of skates. A steam |
Telephone 713
und a search revealed his body cn i
Beverly Orant and Ruth Spear; shovel rewarded James Maxey, third
Tel. 190
two guitars, "Glistening Stars." high, and to Gilbert Beattie, fourth,
the floor of a hen house with a j
Russell Pales and Howard Maxcv went a racer. Fred Henry, with five
.
..__ bullet wound in his head. A re- 1
The Rotary Club meeting; Tu iying on the floor beside
IS*—— ♦•***- — -*-***.j(
St. John’s Church Services for accompanied on the piano by Miss peanuts, was ln fifth place, for which
dav was in the form of a Christmas
Christmas are: Christmas Eve, at 11 Katherine
Maxey;
recitation.
TIRE 132x61 and rtm lost Monday
he
received
a
play
table.
party
for
20
boys
The
dinner
was
£
bou
,
d
hpr
|
between 397 Old County Rd. and
p. tn. Matins of Christmas. Solemn -Christmas Suggestions." Virginia
North
Cushing Reward. F. A KIM
Following this game, each guest
Precession. Opening of Crib and Smith; tap dance. "Alexander's
band hud been much depressed for
BALL, Tel 321-W
152-154
month a,ld had threatened
Sung Eucharist; Christmas Sunday Ragtime Band." Beverly Grant and was given a bag of candy, fruit and Dr Srg"ld^llen Xn^nch' th<*
at 9 a m. Holy Eucharist, and at 5 J Ruth spear; song. "I Only Want a pcp-corn. and Santa Clauses—not
tc kill himself several times and
Rollins, and Charles Lord
p. m. Solemn Evensong. After this RUddv. Not A Sweetheart." Eleanor just one but two!—distributed gifts Donald
„ ... ..
j
.
eien asked her to assist him It was
service the Christmas tree and partv i Fales; piano solo. "The Fountain." from the tree. Having received their Floyd Maynard Prei^ed
„ 'lf! learned that he bought the revolwill be held in the parish hall. All Helen Lynch; song. "Parade of the gifts, the beys were ready to resume Christmas pa >
• ffrOuu ver with which he shot himself at
are invited to attend these services. Wooden Soldiers." Virginia Smith the games, and spent the next
.......................
'ed ^e. bFL'
a Camden store on Tuesday mornfew
Miss Alcada Hall will preside at the and Beverly Grant; Christmas
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
UNFURNISHED apt. to let on Talbot
organ. assi?ted by a special choir i carols by all. Following the pro
Ave , heated, 2 bed rooms, large living
Mr and Mrs Prank Grant and gram. which was anounced by Jean Median and Howard Stetson were
room, kitchenette, and bath. Excellent
^ted^dea^due^to^uietd^ The,
closet space. Hardwood floors through
daughter. Miss Beverly passed the Crie, gifts from the Christmas tree
City Delivery
out Newly renovated. Apply to C. F.
As the boys Alvin Foss. Alan L Bird and Ted
Home
weekend in Old Orchard, guests of wre distributed, and refreshment? awarded prizes.
SNOW. 130 Union St.. Tel. 158. 142-tf
Mr and Mrs Edward P. Johnson.
were served by a committee headed marched out. each was given an Blrd'
Elevator
Service
.
,
I
Besides
hls
wife
he
leaves
a
|
I
FIVE-room apt., lights, toilet, cellar,
Mrs. Charles Atkins and Clifford btothsr who lives in Ohio The
i , garage storage space; reasonable; 7
Twenty-four members of the Beta I bv Mrs. Enoch Clark and Mrs orange
i
|
ACHORN
ST.. Tel Union 4-5. 153*155
Having
seen
all
the
guests
safely
church
vestry
I
Charles
Smith,
Atkins were in Portland for the ’ funeral wU1
at the Ooo<' funeral!
Alpha met at the
ALL modern five room apartment to
328 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELS. 205—20$
Mrs. Alma H. Spear died at her I home, the Scouts proceeded to en- day recently.
Monday night to complete the
heme Thursday at I o'clock. Rev. j
let at 42 Fulton St. TEL 960-R, cltv
Christmas work. Refreshments were home Dec 21 folowing a several joy a party of their own. A "Scotch
Saturday night a two hour pro- w p Brown officiating. ,
151*153
served by Mrs. May Condon. Mrs weeks' illness of pnumonia Funeral i Grab" fcr peanuts, and "Apple gram will be broadcast from the __________ ====== i
MODERN apartment of five rooms.
Dorothy Libby. Mrs Annie Mar.k services wil be held from the resi-|noU" started things off in a lively tewer of the Baptist Church by
mftkSlkMlMtMlM'SCikSiMiMiSikaiaiMlMikMlM'M'MtMlkaiSlSiftaiMlS-. Furnished tf desired. Every convenience
Heated A real home for the winter.
and Mrs. Georgie Thorndike. Mem dence m 98 Main street. Saturday manner, troop committeemen Albert the aid of large amplifiers. There Letters Boston University Ls pass
Fire place Oarage and Janitor service.
bers chosen to serve on the refresh at 2 p. m.
I Condon
and
Edward
Dornan will be Carols and other Christma- ing the Christmas vacation nt the WXW'CWUC.fWTtXeCC'fXXfifTf't'CtfTfTttWrCWXCCX Inquire THE MENS SHOP. Rockland.
heme cf her parents iMr. and Mrs.
ment committee hereafter will be
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Dr. and Mrs A L. Jones and sons, scrambling energetically with the , music by the double mixed quart*'
notified by mail.
s
William. Clifford and Alan, of
directed by Dr Raymond Tibbetts Horace Leadbetter.
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
ments.
3
and
4
roomm
upstair*
and
The
Knitters
met
with
Mrs.
GilMrs. E K Winchenbach and Stoneham. Mass, were overnight! Thp'
tfef furnished
1 Mr end Mrs Lyman Randall of
„
. . .
down. Inquire 11 .JAMES ST. city
daughter Mrs. Howard Smalley re guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
,
.
, I Warren were recent guest? at Mr jbfrI Harmon Wednesday Right
143 tf
turned Monday from a visit in Bos Frank Hathorne Dr Jones and galore, as each member was required , and Mrs. Willis Pitchers.
Mrs Donald Rollins is confined ■
FURNISHED apt. to let. heated Inth? sons returned Sunday to Stone- to unwrap and display to all the gift
ton.
to
her
home
because
of
illness
.
quire
25
Lindsey
St
. TEL. 693. : I?--f
The Monday Club was enter- ham. Mrs Jones going to Cushing ! he received. "Chape", the gen:a! ] Miss Marion Hansen of Newport
HEATED, furnished apartment to let.
her grandparents Mr I Mr. and Mrs. George Carleton;
tained at the home of Miss Eliza , t0 care for her aunt. Mr N. W ! Scoutmaster, after removing 20 , *'
two
targe
front
rooms
and bath; lights
were supper guests Tuesday night
wrappings, found his to be a lollipop and
Frec
ansen.
and use of telephone: $6 week FOBS
Whitney thus week, bridge in the Fogerty, who is ill.
Wood
lia?
o!
Mr
an<)
Mrs
William
Labe
in
HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel. 330.
142-tf
afternoon being followed by supper ,
Friendly Club committee pre- He was recompensed for all his. Principal Carleton P
for
36 i labors later, however, as the last txen called to Ktngfleld due to the j"
3j,'d
Gray ;
surgical
FURNISHED and unfurnished apts.
and a Christmas tree in thew eveningW 'I pared Christmas -baskets
I
to
let.
with
and
without
bath.
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KNOX
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orn? had high |
MQnday afternoon at Mr.- gift on the uee proved to
n0 joke I illness of hls mother.'
. Mrs
Gray
urgtcai
: ST . Tel 156 W
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at Community Hospital.
The boys' division of the Brownii , patient
....
score at bridge and Mrs. H H Hathorne's home.
With Mrs tbut a regulation Scout knife the|gcouts
, SMALL furnished house to let at
who has
had
an
enjoyable
Christ1
Mrs
Harvey
Rossiter,
Newbert low
Hathorne on the committee were i
: Spruce Head near salt water; new
mas party Friday at Mrs Wysong been ill at her home on Alden street
Raymond Young, who lias been at Mrs. Leach. Miss Gardiner and Mrs gift of the troop to "Chape*'
! garage. Ideal for year-around home
rent reasonable CALL 793-W
106-tf
Mr
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Games
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played
out-of
ls
improved
The Elms the past week, left yes Clyde Butler; and Mrs Biggers, the
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and
commendation
for
the
;
doors
and
then
they
returned
to
.
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*
*
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FURNISHED room to let. MRS. A.
terday (Wednesdayi to join tlie Club president, and Miss Olive
C. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave . Tel. SM.
Paltiarchs' Get-Together
yacht Noparo at New London. Conn. Leach also helped. Tlie meeting of fine work he ha.- done with this the house for lefreshments an
134tf
1 their gifts. Tlie Brownie ring fc
Many Rockland Odd Fellows will
Janet Henry came home Wednes Die Club was held last niglit at ! troop.
FOUR-room apartment to let. heated.
numbered among tlie guests of
days from Gorham Normal School Mr- Biggers' home instead of at
Long after tlie Cltristmxs party perfect attendance was awarded 111
hot water furnished at 15 Summer Si.
to pass the Holiday vacation with Mrs. Hathorne's as planned These |lad ended, “Chape and his Scouts Henry Bickford and Lawrence Spar Megunticook Encampment, when
Call MRS FROST. 316 W
144 tf
Emerson
McCobb
was
awarded
'J'
e
P.i'riarclroi
District
14
hold
her mother Mrs. Mary Henry.
ta.
elected
:
President.
I
officers w re elected:
were still playing 8anta. delivering
FOUR
room
apartment
to
let.
all
their first get-together
meeting
Mrs Oliver Hahn, wtio underwent Miss Helen Studley. lice president.
modern.
Apply at CAMDEN anil
_
, , ~of
# tQ Cbiidrell w|)0 were unable to the Brownie pin. Tlie girls' division
ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. 634
held a partv Monday witii a large
ut Camden lomght. This
a surgical operation at Knox Hospi Mrs. Evelyn Snow, treasurer. Mrs.
attend the party. And so the Scouts' attendance.
144-tf
tal Monday, ts making satisfactory- Josephine Stone; secretary.
The play "Sant district is under tlie supervision of
good deed was done.
recovery.
Claus" was presented with Suzann bistri-t Deputy Grand Patriareli
Jessie Stewart
Rasmus Jacobsen and son of New
Clough winning the prize for th? Albert E. MacPhail. Owl's Head and
Mrs. Irva Copp of CorntSh anBedford were overnight guests at nounce the engagement of her
best acting and Sina Hansen won also includes Penobscot Encamp
The Elms Tuesday, having come daughter. Alice Brackett Copp to
the prize ior her performance in thc ment. Belfast. Mt Horeb Encamp
NEW YORK
^Dear Miss: 7he one man in your mind is
here on business in connection with William C Brooks Jr. of W’est Newsecond plav. "The Trust About ment. Union and Island Heme En3a —
— •-78
p
.
follow-'
caropn
’
ent.
Vinal
Haven.
the 70-foot scallop boat which they ;toj. ^‘ss and ThOmaston. Miss Copp
more important to you than all the other men
Santa Claus,
i Supper will be served at 6 30 by
ROLLER canaries for sale Males 85
are having built at the Morse Boat- , whQ ,s thf daughter of Mrs. Irva
FAIR SYMBOLS by refreshments~ nA
Nice singers MRS FRED OWEN. #5
in the world and your gift to him HAS GOT
„ M .i,«ir
committee
headed
by John wlT.
building Corp.
Copp and the late Lincoln B Copp
i boys will hold
their next meeting, aAUey
and the
pncampment
n
Washington St . Camden
152*157
Mrs^ Bert Merril anti daughter :
granddaught#r of the late WilJan. 6 and the girls Jam9
Qpen at 73Q wjth chjef
LIVE plckcri-1. perch bait, small, med ■
to be right ... it just can’t be otherwise.
Dorothy are spending the ChristR Copp. former well known
:i
.1^,
:,-w
price
B1CKDona.d Ray who has been .-pend- H w Kel!er preslding E1Ch en
:
. HI
T. . 369-R.
mas vacation with Mrs. Merrill s business man of Cornish, is a grad
ding several days in town on busi- campment ,n the distriet has been
city
151*153
sister. Mrs. Prank Tucker, and son uate of Northfield Seminary and is
r.ess has returned to his home in rPqUesled t0 present one of the
‘£If you’re at your wit’s end . . . stop it . . .
BUILDING 14x30 to be .taken down
Dcuglas Merrill in Haddonfield. N.J attending the Katherine Gibbs sec
and
removed
fruin
the
premises
at 7;
Fall River. Mass
^ceremonies of Patriarchal Odd FelMembers of Williams-BraiZier retarial School in Bc-ton. Mr.
Summer St. for Information TEL 186-B
this man you’re worrying about is worth the
A Christmas party was enjoyec ]Owship. and a patriarch of another
Post and Unit and their families Brooks Ls a graduate of Worcester
152-tl
inne Pliih
’llAcnAV myn
,
. .
. .
1 byi* the TLions
Club 'T
Tuesday
night’ encampment. In each
case, has be?n
enjoyed a Christmas party in tlie
HOME knit mittens for -ale
53worry all right, but it’s not necessary with this
at the Wadsworth Inn. Dr. Join 1 asked to criticise the work. Serving
Academy and the University of
OLDCOUNTY RD. city
152*1
Smith Lowe of Rockland was tfie as instructors will be Arthur B
Pennsylvania where he was a memstore in town and with
GREEN hard wuud. 86 cord 111 1 anc
1 guest speaker and gave a Christ Clark. Belfast; Linwood Carroll.
bei of Sigma Chi Fraternity. He
■j cord loads delivered anywhere Iron
mas message to tlie Club A quar Union; Warren B Conant. Cam
; Rockland to _Belfa»t
Write or cal
is associated with his father in the
DR. P. R. GREENLEAF manufacturing firm of J B Pear
LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce SI . Rockland
I te! composed of W. G. William den; Luke S. Davis, Rockland; and
or Lincolnville Rt. 2
153*1
Silk
Pajamas
at
$5.00
! Sam Lankton. William Kelley an l Warren H Merchant. Camden.
son Co of Boston and Thomaston.
CABBAGE, lc a lb. by thc ton o
Dentist
Roland Crockett sang ChrLstma
Grand Junior Warden George E
1.00 to 25.00
Smart Luggage at
the cwt . beat sauerkraut. 5c lb . in kei
THOMASTON, ME.
carols. A Christmas tree was en- Nichols of the local encampment
lots H G STARRETT, Tel Warrell
“A Goad Deed"
MAIN ST.,
14-2.
151-151
Lounging
Robes
at
5.00
to
1
5.00
joyed with George Dyer acting a wili present the visiting grtnd offi
TEL. 20
Troop No. 210, Boy Scouts, did
MAN S fur coat. $20; good condition
85&87-Th-tf their "daily good deed" in a large
Santa Claus. The gifts were turner cers. including Grand Patriarch C.,
Leather Jackets at
8.50 to 15.00
i I lieht weight and very warm. Size 40
• oier the relief association for dis-, Ralph Fitch. Waterville. Grand1 ,
| TEL 43S-M. city.
147-tf
I tribution.
Senior Warden Frank L. Douglass,
Golf Sweaters at
2.50 to 8.50
DRY hard wood for sale. cord, sawed
There will be a double featqr. Augusta. Grand Marshal Chester | [
$9. fitted. 810 del. ALLEN COOAN,
Silk Mufflers at
at the Comiquc Theatre Friday and c. Ellis. Waterville. Grand Sentinel
Warren. Tel 40 11
147*15O-tl
1.50 to 5.00
Saturday. "Under Western Stars Earl C Banks. Pittsfield, and the
STOVES of all kinds for sale. $5 to
1 $40 C E GROTTON. 138 Camden St
} ! with Roy Rogers and "Man To Re Department Council. Patriarchs f
TEL 1091-WK.
146-4
Militant, will be represented by Ma-1
member" with Edward Ellis.
being sold by us, sincerely,
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. $1.25
Harold Wilbur, who has been a ' jor Sargie L. Warren. Department
Sewed. 81 15. long, 81.05. M. B 4C. O
I patient in the Boston City Hospital Quartermaster. Oakland.
FERRY Tel 487.
144-tf
I is at the home of his cousin Mrs
-----------------HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po
Kenneth H. Holt and Dr. Holt. I Hand made doll clothes, hand
cahontus soft coal: dry fitted hard
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN. Thom
Brookline Mass.
.•
'coloied etchings, hand wrought silaston. Ttl, 62.
144-tf
, Mtss Ruth Leadbetter a sfudent at ver jewelry, manv other new thing-.
Ithe Cillege of Practical Arts and Thc What-Not Gift Shop—adv

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

2 In Everybody’s Column

Suicide At Hope

. sJ

NEW SHIPMENTS OF TOYS

! LOST AND FOUNDS

ARRIVED THIS MORNING

H. H. CRIE & CO.

s

A LETTER TO A YOUNG LADY IN

LOTS OF KNOX COUNTY HOMES

FOR SALE

GREGORY’S

YORK—These two symbols
of the New York World’s Fair are a
Trylon, or touering »hafl of three
sides*, and the perisphere, a great
hollow ball. When completed this
thinned structure will be the Fair’s
“center of gravity" and a guiding
landmark for the fdl.000.000 visi
tors expected lo attend the expo
sition.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
And Our Deepest Appreciation of the
Generous Patronage Accorded Us
the Past Year

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL STREET,

»
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tf
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tf
tf
Frcgs depc-it their eggs in great, tf
gelatinous masses of several hun
dred each and. barring misfortune, tf
tf
each egg produced a tink tadpole
tf

TURKEYS
For

CHRISTMAS

31cto
33c

A

s

BABY chicks Permenter strain heavy
layers. U 8 Pullorum Clean order
earlv. 810 hundied. CLARENCE ROL
LINS. Hallow.-ll.
152*6
CLEMENTS Chicks give exceptionally
profitable results. Unusual Reds and
Clem-Cross Pulleta. Our "four farm
co
insures better quality for
fi lessoperative"
monev
Catalog free.
Write
fi CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS, R 33
Winterport.
Me
144-52
fi _

fi

w
tf
tf

Visit Stonington Furniture Co,
Your Gift Answer Is There
OUR CEDAR CHEST CLUB

STUDIO COUCH, CHAIR TO MATCH

^Join the Club and give a beautiful Lane Cedar
Chest at Christmas, fully guaranteed. The Gift of
Gifts. Give at Christmas. Pay Later.

MJWhy not give this eminently Practical Gift—A
Studio Couch, for all the family, and a Comfort
able Easy Chair to match for Mother and Dad.

I
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w
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y
y
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y
y
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tf
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tf
tf
tf

Radiator Works. 283
Studley’s Furniture Co
Specialists on leaking and damaged
radiators, also circulation restored.
Formerly of 70 Park St.
153*155
PIOS dressed; good work, prompt
service. MASON JOHNSON. TeL 138
143-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rockj land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
! solicited H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
144-tf
| SKATES sharpened while you wait.
I CRIE HARDWARE CO , 408 Main St..
i Rockland
147-tf
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watebea,
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
deliver, 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
144-tf

wi
tf
tf

^gOur Toy Department is a joy to the Kiddies. Let
them look arourd. Why not give a Card Table,
a Hamper, a Hassock or an Occasional Chair.

tf

■

tf _

X

fi,

I

X rf

WE BUY

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

FOWL, fresh killed, native.................................. pound
SQUASH,, native, 3 ibs 10c TURNIP, native,
4 lbs
ORANGES, fllS; 2 doz 47c RIBBON CANDY, 2 Ib box

DESKS, GOV. WINTHROP, KNEE-HOLE OR SECRETARY: SEWING CABINETS, BIGELOW-SAN
FORD RUGS, DISHES, TABLES, PICTURES, MIRRORS, UNFINISHED PIECES.

23

GLENDENNING’S K

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Christmas Discounts In Effect Covering Our Entire Stock!
I

GRAPE FRUIT, large Texas seedless.................. 5 for

MISCELLANEOUS

tf

ROASTING PORK, small, lean, eastern cut........ pound
■

K

tf ♦
tf ♦
tf *
ROCKLAND
tf Main St., rear
tf

Our Huge Store Is Literally “The Store of a Thousand Gifts.” Our Stocks Contain Prac
tical, Sensible £hristmas Gifts Without Number—Gifts That Will Bring Happiness, Com
fort and Pride In the Home To Every Member of the Family.

'^We have a Huge Stock of Lamps of all sorts—
Floor and Boudoir Lamps, Table Lamps, 79c and
up. Bridge Lamps, beautiful Shades, $1.98 up.

CHICKEN, fresh killed, native............................. pound

COOPER wanted, year around job foi
the right party
OSCAR ELLISON
RFD. 3 Box 111. Waldoboro. 153*155

JEGGS AND CHICKS ♦

PER POUND

tf
tf
tf

WANTED

Stonington Furniture Co.
315-329 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RADIO REPAIRING
All makes seryked and recon
ditioned. Costs of parts and
work estimated. Tubes tested
free of charge.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Dept.
3Th-tf

TELEPHONE 980
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, 1 hursday, December 22, 1938
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CHRISTMAS CANDY

Bill

AT SENTER CRANE’S

HOOVER SALES AND SERVICE

Are You a “Last Minute” Shopper?

NEW BREAKFAST NOOKS

5

Here are five floors of Gifts for you. Don't Jet Christmas
shopping he a bore. We have experts here to help you
select the proper gift. It's our business and
we are anxious to help
Santa’s First Choice

Give one of these useful nooks, great play value.
•

•

•

•

•

CHOCOLATES
*
*

Perhaps our most popular toy

$6.95 $8.50 $12.00 $15.50
•

•

Same Candy, Xmas Boxed,

Body Builders Plus Play Value
Suitable for Boys or Girls

$4.95 $5.95 $6.95 $7.95 $10.95
•

•

BOOKS AND GAMES
10 cents to $1.00
•

•

•

•

DOLL CARRIAGES
REED CARRIAGES
$1.98 to $7.98

COACH CARRIAGES
$2.98 to $9.50
New Dolls Just Received

ALUMINUM DISHES
See the Shirley Temple Sets, at
Other Sets,

$1.00

25c, 39c and 50c

Dove Suede Robes,
Shoulderettes,
Glen-Tox Scarfs,
Linen Handkerchiefs,
A New Silk Dress,
A New F ur Coat,
Silk Slips,
Silk Nightgowns,
Lounging Pajamas,
A Velvet Robe,
Negligees, Silk or Satin,
No-Mend Hosiery,
Archer Hosiery,
New’ Sweaters,
New Skirts,
Snow Suit Hoods,
Oil Silk Umbrellas,
Leather Hand Bags,
New Costume Jewelry, boxed,
Knitted Bed Jackets,
Silk Bed Jackets,
Cotton House Dresses,
A New Yardley Vanity Case,
Toilet Goods Sets,
Small Furniture Pieces,
A New Lamp, table or floor,
Dainty Hostess Slippers,
Rare Perfumes,
Silver Plated Ware,
Hammered Aluminum Ware,
Ski Suits,

$2.98 and up
1.00 and up
50c and up
15c and up
6.95 and up
39.50 and up
1.00 to 2.98
1.98 to 5.00
1.98 to 5.98
15.00
2.98 to 5.98
1.00 and 1.25
1.00 and 1.35
1.00 and up
1.98 and 2.98
1.00 to 1.98
1.00 to 5.00
1.00 to 2.98
50c and 1.00
1.00 and 1.98
1.98 to 3.98
1.00 and 1.98
1.50 to 3.50
1.00 to 6.50
2.98 to 5.98
1.98 to 12.50
1.29
1.00 and up
1.98 to 4.50
1.98 and 2.98
9.75 to 22.50

1

Men’s Shaving Sets,

89c to 3.50

New Christmas Ties,

50c and 1.00

GLASSWARE AND DISHES
Certainly an Ideal Gift

4.95 to 11.50

10c to 50c
50c

Tie and Handkerchief Sets,

3.39

Tubular Shoe Skates.

59c

Heavy Plaid Wool Hose,
Pigskin Gloves.
Smart Pajamas,
English Rib Wool Hose,
Larrigan Hose,
Heavy Wool Half Hose,
Boys’ Wool Larrigan Hose
Shaving Bowls,
•
Early American Toilet Goods,
47 I I Shaving Set,
Yardley Shaving Set,
Vv illiams Shaving Set,
Lentheric Shaving Set,
Wrisley Shaving Set,
Woodbury Shaving Set,
A New Cocktail Set,
A New Cocktail Shaker,
Park Wool Union Suits,

3
J

Have You Considered

•

5.95

Linen Handkerchiefs,

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY DANCE

COc and 1.20

1.00 and up

Mackinaws,

PARK

25c to 89c

4.98 and 5.98

Boys’ Leather Coat, 8 to 20,

1.98 and 2.98
1.00 and up
75c
25c and 39c
39c
25c
50c
1.00
1.70
2.35 to 2.85
89c
2.25
1.00
89c
5.98
1.98 and 2.98
1.98 to 4.50

Savings Plan Spurred By
New York Fair Interest

This And That

By K. S. F.

There is strong evidence that
Shakespeare "knew his automo- !
biles" fcr in “Macbeth" one finds a
question often asked by motorists,
“Whence this knocking" and "Come
let 'me clutch thee;" again "Oh,
most wicked speed" and "I will
remedy this gear ere long" and once i
again “Which of you know Ford of
thjs t-own?"
» • • •

Doctor: "You cough with much'
more ea«e this morning.”
Patient: "I should after practising
all niglit."
♦ ♦ • «

The future of America depends1
not entirely on wealth cf resources
or vastness of numbers of people,
but on the nature of tire leadership
in business, in religion, in education,
and in every phrase of life. All
leaders should be trained, for
trained leadership means progress. I
• » • »

Years ago a famous foreign coinposer was taken to Stratford and
shown the memorials to Shake
speare. He regarded them without
emotion.
"Shakespear, Shakespear?” he
queried. “I seem to have heard of
that name."
"Why. yes," said his companion.
“You set his ‘Romeo and Juliet’
gwwewxwtwwtecw•cx’ce'S'c WCWWWW’CWWWM For last minute gifts, visit The
as an opera”
TEL. 4M
"Ah. now I do remember" said
What-Not Gift Shop—adv.
ECONOMY SPECIAL
the composer. "Shakespear. the
g
SEVEN DAYS ONLY, ENDING DEC. 31
librettist."—From Glasgow Herald.
REG. $3.0# PERMANENT WAVE
Hurrah for the Knox County
NOW $1.98
Mens Chorus! What fine things
I
REG. $5.0# PERMANENT WAVE
can be accomplished and what joy
£
NOW $2.50
they will soon be able to give to
REG. $7.0# STEAM OIL PERMANENT
Knox County in music. Now there
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
S
WAVE
should al'o be a Knox County
g
NOW $3.50
Women's Chorus and they could
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
26
JJ
Hair Cut, Shampoo and Finger Wave
eventually combine for some grand
Auspices Camden Outing Club
w
Included
uplifting musical affairs.
This
BEAUTY AIDS, 35c each
TEL. 122
"OTE" DEAN AND HIS NINE RHYTHM BOYS
5 would be an excellent means of in
suring attendance at religious serv
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
DANCING 9 0# TO l.«»
153-154 3 ices of some who would not. other
wise go.
JhSr
N#, Sr
3. Sit-.i). it..,. ~i2.-.--.-.3i,...-.It 5.J.

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

$1.00

New Shirts,

BlUYiheKID

89c
•

Kemps Chocolates,

A New Bathrobe,

®SOC* ETY

lbs*,

T./l

Kemps Nuts,

Yardley Shaving Bowl,

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ixrdd. of
GROSS-MERRIAM
New York city, will be gue.sU over
the Christinas weekend, of Mr.
The marriage of Miss Dorothea
Ijidd's parents Mr and Mrs Walter Curtis Merriam, daughter of Mr.
C. iLadd.
and Mrs. Parker S. Merriam of Park
ftreet, to Charles Edwin Gross, son
Mr. and Mrs. William Parker and of Eugene W Gross of this city took
daughter Ann Etta of East Hampton place Thursday afternoon at the
Mass., are expected Friday at the home of the bride's parents. The
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Gregory have home of Mrs. Parker s parents. Mr ceremony was performed in the
gene to Portland to be Christmas and Mrs. E. E Stoddard, where they presence of thc immediate families
by thc Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
[ guests of their daughters Mrs. Orrin I will spend the holiday.
pastor of the Baptist Church.
1 Tolman and Mrs. Granville Shibles
Tire birde wore a gown of wineJ Edward Rankin leaves Knox HosMr. and Mrs. George B. Wood 1 pital today where he has been a colored velvet. Her traveling cos
tume was teal blue with accessories
leave today to spend the holidays i patient for eight weeks and will in wine shade.
with Mrs. Wood's sister and hus be at the home of his son. K. C.
The bride graduated in June from
band. Dr. and Mrs. E H. Wiswall, {Rankin. Cedar street.
Rockland High School. Mr. Gross
i
in
Wellesley,
and
Mr
Wood's
father
Stanley Gay ls home from La
is also a graduate of tlie Rockland
1 William A. Wood in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Dean have High School, class of 1933. and for
grange for the holidays.
j gone to Massachusetts to be the the past three years he has been
Mrs. Clifton A. Cross left Wednes {guests of relatives on the Cape un employed by the Feyler Company.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy have
gone to Montclair. N. J., for a fort day morning for Salem. Mass., til after Christmas.
Tlie couple, upon their return from
night's visit with their daughters, tc spend the holidays with relatives.
a wedding trip, will make their
Mrs. Wilson B. Keene and Mrs.
William Anderson of Dartmouth home at 120 North Main street.
Ruth Bird.
Mrs. Niles Nelson and daughter College is spending the holidays at
Virginia go to New York city today I his home in South 'Phomaston.
Who remembers the Dolly Varden
Miss Emma Harding is home from to spend Christmas and New Years
days?
rrmington Normal School for the with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Vivian Kimball entertained
ilidays
Monday Niters at her home on
Mrs. Oliver B. Hahn, of Thomas .Granite street. Prizes were award
George Ryan who has been a
FRIDAY NIGHT
atient at Knox Hospital, returned ton is receiving surgical treatment ed to Mrs. O. B Brown. Mrs. ClarIS
AWARD NIGHT
'cnce Knowlton. Mrs. Forest Hatch,
ionday to the home of his brother at Knox Hospital.
Miss Virginia Past. Mrs John Mills,
'homas Ryan, where friends will
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Mrs. Carl Freeman was hostess and consolation to Mrs. Lawrence
c welcome and their company apleciated during tlie days of con- to members of Hatetoquitit Club Mills.
Tuesday afternoon at a Christmas
alescence.
party at her home at Glen Cove. A
Mr. and Mrs Charles Lake enter
Miss Daphne Winslow and Mtss gift laden tree, cards and luncheon tained th? Joliy Eight Club TuesElsie Lane of Rockport are motor made an enjoyable occasion. Mrs oay night, high scores going to Mrs.
ing to Rockland today, irom Frye Hattie Davies. Mrs. H. G. Cole and Clifford Achorn and Charles Lake,
burg Academy where they are mem Mrs. Nellie Dow won honors at and low to Mrs. Ralph Brackett and
RETURNS 31
Clifford Achorn. A joke Christmas
bers of thc faculty to spend the holi bridge.
tree was enjoyed and luncheon was
day recess at their respective homes.
TODAY
To the rescue with a happy served.
BONITA GRANVILLE in
Miss Beth Hager who is taking a thought for th? last-minute shop
“NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE"
urse in music at Boston Univer- per: Give printed stationery. The
Only two electric refrigerators,
Children's Matinee 4(10 P. M.
:y came Tuesday to spend th? Courier-Gazette offers 5-hour serv two washers and three circulating
iliday season with her mother, ice while stock lasts. Prices $1 to heaters left. Best prices in town.
$1.50?—adv.
153-lt McLoon Sales & Service. Tel. 73C.
rs. Ernest Hager.
21 Limerock St.—adv.

g

29c
•

•

•

Warifo

•

Over 60 Varieties in Stock,
All Fresh This Week,

Same Candy Xmas Boxed, I pound, 29c and 49c

•

PLAY AUTOS

•

•

Our Famous Eland Dipped

ROLL TOP DESKS

•

•

>

In al least thirty-eight Slates
banking institutions are now op
erating New York World’s Eair
1939 Savings Clubs, organiza
tions for depositors which indure
them to save stipulated sums
each week for a trip to the Fair
next Spring.
This savings plan, announced
just one year ago, has for its
slogan, “Save Today to See the
World of Tomorrow” and several
banks have linked it to their
Christmas and Vacation Clubs.
Fair Clubs, following closely
the pattern of those in banks,
have also been set up in the col
leges and schools.
The prompt and favorable reaction to Fair clubs eame after
booklets explaining the idea had
been sent to 17,000 banks in all
of the nation's forty-eight states
by Grover A. Whalen, President
of thc Fair Corporation.
“The operation of the New
York World’s Fair 1939 Sav
ing* Clubs,” Mr. Whalen pointed
out at that time, “will make it
possible for many to enjoy the
Fair who, otherwise, might hr
unable to make the trip.”
Seven classes of elubs are pro
vided for under the plan. These,
respectively, call for weekly de
posits of fifty cents, SI. 92, 93,
94, 93, or 910. Accumulating to
totals of 940, 980, 9160, 9240.
9320, 9400, and 9800. these
sums will be payable by cheek
lo the depositors before thr
F'air’s opening day.

Plates, Fruits, Pitchers, Tumblers, Relish Dishes,

Bowls, Salad Plates, Etc.

15c to $1.75
•

•

•

32-PIECE BREAKFAST SETS
Large variety of patterns
including

Famous Fiesta

$2.98 - $8.35 &
New Kitchen Ware
89c to $1.98

"Grandma laid aside darning for
the moment to remark tliat youir
chaps sometimes got a cigarette
holder for ChrLstmas away back in
the days when they couldn't marry
one '—So says George Ryan in the
Boston Herald.

A LEADER!—

CAMDEN

DECEMBER 23-24

QUALITY CREAM
for your COFFEE

35C Full*Quart
2#c for a Full Pint

“UNDER
WESTERN
STARS”
with

Round Top Farms
TEL. 622,

ROCKLAND, ML.
153-154

ROY ROGERS

‘Man To Remember”

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

with

Edward Ellis

RIVIR
They're in for life
<
. but they only
itoy in for the
loughs!
PRESTON FOSTER
TONY

MARTIN

Cjenuine Cnqravet)

STATIONERY
At Th* Lowest Prices la Hlstoryi
Visiting Cards
100 paneled cards, choice oi 4
size* and 30 *tyl*s of engraving,

PLATE INCLUDED only ... Il.SI
Wedding Announcements
or Invitations

PHYLLIS BROOKS
Slim SUMMERVILLE

ARTHUR TREACHER

Odd, old sayings of years gone by
and sometimes heard now: She
hasn't enough clothes to flag a
wheelbarrow; It is as dark as a pitch
pocket; It's the heart within that
speaks true; Gingerbread philoso
phy; That’s the tug of war; She
wouldn't give Ute wrapping around
her finger for it; He went to mill
without his grist; He has a rod
in pickle for me; Killed with kind
ness; This slack twisted world isea
saying); Toe the mark; Quake in
liis shadow; A bold shore permits a
dose approach; Curry favor; He
had to walk the chalk line.

COMIQUE
I RIDAY AND SATI'RDAY

I

Nearly two-thirds of all the lamb
eaten in the United States is consumed north of Washington and (
east of Pittsburg, an area which
grows less than 5% of the coun
try's sheep.

•

Alan Dinehort • rddie Collins
Jone Darwoll - Sidney Toler

BILL ROBINSON

On whll* or Ivory *tock—wed
ding or plat* finish. Inside and
ouuld® envelope*, and PLATE IN
CLUDED _______________ S8.SS
Social Stationery

styles lor men and woman.
A chotc* oi lovely color*, mono
gram* and stylos of engraving,

Epwdal
A 20th Century.F«i Picture

PLATE INCLUDED.......................

NOW PLAYING
"THANKS FOR Till MEMORY"
BOB HOPE, SIIIRLEY ROSS

S2.2S. $3.35 and up.
Business Stationery

800 business card* or HammermiU
Bend
letterhead*,
PLAlt 10
CLUDED. only_____________ I7JJ

Rockland

Tel. 892

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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When We Walked

ROCKPORT

THE FORGOTTEN MAN

3 LUXURIOUS YARDLEY PRODUCTS

T

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

KH.

Price RediK’lion
nrino* cost of* new

4

1

a case of this sort your local
plumber should be called in to
install one.
With an accelerator In our
automobile, we are able to drive
fast or slow according to the
pressure that we put on it. With
a heating plant if we want to
burn coal faster we merely open
the turn damper. If we wish to
reduce the burning speed we
close down on this damper.

This turn damper is merely a

Interesting exercises were preented on the closing day of school
it both the East and West Side prinary grades with a large number of
'arents and friends present.
At the . former, Mrs. Susie Auspand, teacher, this program was car- |
■ied out preceding the distribution
■)f presents from a heavily laden J
ree by Santa: Exercise. Welcome," .
Barbara Woodward. Alice Fuller;
ecitations. "Most Anything.'' Eva
Bichards; “True Saying," Leola
Tolman; "Envy." John Cavanaugh;
dialogue. “Our Gift,' George Gray,
md Edward Auspland; song "Jolly
Santa." primary class; “If You
Were Only Five," Hope Cunning
ham; recitation. "Billy's Stock
William

Whitney:

exercise

between the check damper and
the chimney, it is in the wrong
place, because as the check dam
per opens, the turn damper will
act as a baffle in the smoke pipe,
permitting the fumes of the
burning coal to escape into the
basement through the open check
damper.
If there are any doubts as to
the correct position or location
of the turn damper in your fur
nace, ask your local coal dealer
to inspect your heating plant.
(6)

( . W. HOPKINS. INC

GLIDDEN RINES,

industry's biggest!
Why
drive one of the lowerpriced cars when for a
difference of only 12c a
day you can buy a Pontiac
—America’s finest lowpriced car,
712 M AIN ST„ ROCKLAND
BATH ROAD, WISCASSET

fi

Holiday Specials at Spear’s
BY THE MAKERS OF

JOHNSON’S WAX and GLO-COAT
JOHNSON’S

GLO-COAT

No rubbing! No Polishing! with thia new
floor polish by the makers of Johnson’s Wat

WILLIS AYER

Christmas Programs At School

POYIIM

MONEY-SAVING HINTS
ON HOME HEATING

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER

1 QT. GLO-COAT
1 GLO-COAT APPLIER

Both

$1.29

*» '.* ** ** »• >. ** *» *> . 3.3.*».3>*ASiA».A>,-..

Boston Is 229 miles from New
York, but on Sept. 21st the force of
the hurricane which swept the At
lantic seaboard blew the two cities;
7.300 miles apart—telegraphically.
High winds had destroyed many ;
direct lines between Boston and!
New York but We tern Union main
tained telegraph service between
the two cities by detouring thou
sands of telegrams over transatlan
tic cables from New York to Eng
land and back b.v various stages to
Bo'ton and the flooded area.
A veteran of almost every major
cat’strophe since 1856 when th?
company was organized, Western
Union once more upheld its tradi
tion. "Communication mut be
mairtained and service rendered."
Overshadowing the task of re
routing telegrams over the com
pany's vast network of wires, was
the work cf linemen, clerks, opera
tors and messengers whose devotion
to the public trust maintained the
flow of telegrams over the wires and
brought cheer and relief to stricken
areas.
Accustomed to tornadoes, fires,
floods, earthquakes and hurricanes.
Western Union moved with speed
and precision to repair its lines, A
great army of repairmen in special
railioad camp cas rolled forward
from as far as the midwest. Every
form of transportation was utilized
to move hundreds of men and tons
ol material to restore communica
tions.
At the peak of the storm when
many communities were isolated,
tens of thousands of persons in and
out of the stricken area handed
telegrams to Western Union with
Every morning until Christmas tire floor of the huge store is given
confidence that somehow they would
Santa Clause will appear at 1C over to Toyland and all children
get through.
Many points in Connecticut. o'clock for a joycus hour with the are invited there today, tomorrow
Rhode I land and Massachusetts kiddies at the third floor toyland of and Saturday at 10 o'clock to see
were isolated from the outside world
and talk with the jovial Santa
from Wednesday afternoon until Senter Crane Company. The en
the following Saturday and Sun
“Christmas Time," first grade; reci
day except for messages handled
by Western Union couriers. Police,
tation. “Theres a Reason.” Doris
Boy Scouts. Red Cross Workers and
Spear.
the general public co-operated
✓X zX zx zX
"I Love You," Alexis Knight;
A A A
wholeheartedly in the delivery of
A Surprise for Santa. Verne Smith;
telegrams. Where Western Union
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
"A Wish.' Louise Priest; 'The
offices were flooded, temporary
Mcusie's Christmas Letter." Nancy
Correspondent
offices were set up in other building;
XX xx
zx
Cunningham; dialogue. “Christmas
XX XX zx zx
or in mobile telegraph offices in
C’s.” 2nd grade boys: "Goodbye."
trailers.
Tel. 2229
Carolyn Richards and Arlene DauPublic reliance on Western Union
cett; songs. "Silent Night" and
service is the highest tribute the
"Away in a Manger" by school.
Mr and Mrs H O. Heistad mo
nation can pay to the men and
At the West Side. Miss Hortens?
tored
to
Bangor
Monday.
Mr
Heis

women who. in fair weather or foul
Bchndell, teacher: Songs by school;
tad
in
the
evening
giving
a
talk
on
see that America's telegrams get
Welcome speech. Marion Lane;
through. R. B White, president of "Christmas in Norway" before the recitations. "A Big Wish. Betsy
Western Union, wrote the com BPW Club A typical Notwegian Kochs: '‘Imagine," Roger Jones:
pany s employes in part: " .
true Christmas eve dinner preceded the group of songs Grade I; recitation.
to the traditions of Western Union talk which was interspersed with 'A’-renring It'
Billy Carleton
service, its staff rose to the emer Norwegian Christmas songs. In the "Gifts." Leona Ames; song. “Christ
gency and by initiative, ingenuity afternoon Mr and Mrs. Heistad mas doming." Ru'sell and Patty
resourcefulness, stamina and valor were guests of Mr and Mrs. Arvid Staples: “The Night Before Christ
again demonstrated that the West Ebbeson and were overnight guests mas." Joan Thurston: Truly Real
ern Union forces have the ability to of Miss Edna Wood (formerly of Santa Claus. Effie Andrews and
meet and conquer the elements All Rockland) in Brewer.
Frances Carleton; Four Santas.
departments, with utter disregard
Miss Hilda Wall R N. cf the Ann Bowden. Bobbv Bar’lett. Rich
cf personal matters devoted them ! Knox Hospital staff is at home on ard Warren and Allen Jones:
selves wholeheartedly and untir a two weeks leave of absence while
"Christmas Shopping.'
Phyllis
ingly to the task of aiding the pub recuperating from pneumonia.
Spear;
"Sharing Joys." Philip
lic and relieving their distress. Ex
The annual Christmas party of Grant; songs. Grade III playlet.
traordinary demands for fast work Harbor Light Chapter OE S. was "There's Alwavs a Santa Claus."
and long hours were cheerfully met held Tuesday night with a large with Billy Carleton and Joan
and the prestige of the Western number present. A picnic supper Thurston as the children: Russell
Union worthily upheld.
was served with Mrs. Elsie Hawkins Staples as Jack Frost; Dorothy
“As usual, the Plant forces bore and Mrs. Marion Ingraham as com Bryant as doll; Leona Ames, as
the brunt of the laborious work mittee. At the business session the Mc’her Goose; Martha Wood, as
Lacking transportation, emergency- result of the attendance contest Holly Wreath: Phyllis Spear, as
cable had, in some instances, to be was announced, the team captained Chirstmas Star: Bobby Bartlett as
paid out by hand by lines of men by W. M. Ruth Miller winning over Santa;
recitation,
“Good-bye."
working in water up to their knee: the team captained by W. P Lester Patty Staples: singing in uni'on.
or waists.
Shibles. The losing side will serve a "Jingle Bells;" Guy Yeung acted as
"Not so hazardous, but as praise supper to the winners at the next Santa Claus, when gifts were pre
worthy. was the magnificent work meeting. Jan. 3. At the close cf sented to each pupil from the pret
of the office men and women who ‘he meeting all adjourned to the tily decorated tree.
working in slime, and mud and banquet hall where they were greet
Mis- Bohndell announces that
stench, cleared the debris from ed with a beautifully decorated tree these pupils have not been absent
the business offices and operating bearing a ten cent gift for each per for the term: Marion Lane. Reger
quarters and recovered and re son present. After these were dis- Jones. Russell Staples. Lor.a Ames.
habilitated the equipment.
ributed games were enjoyed under Billy Carleton. Joan Thurston
"Tireless messengers labored with ‘he direction of Mrs Orra Burns
unflagging zeal to ’find their man. ind Mrs Beatrice Richards.
The heron's diet consists mainly
struggling through muck and debris
The worst form of irheritance tax
Mrs. George Cunningham re- cf frogs and fish, which he catches
only to learn in some cases tha ‘urned Sunday from Community by standing absolutely motionless in is an inherited disposition to spend
not even a bit of wreckage marked Hospital where she has been a sur the water.
too much.
the address given.
gical patient.
“Considering the magnitude of
Miss Roberta Holbrook is at home
the disaster, the restoration of nor "rom Gorham Normal School for
mal services in a comparatively
short time was indeed an achieve he Christmas recess.
Members of tfie Methodist choir
ment of which every Western Unioi
to be associated with those whc ind parish will sing Christmas
employe may be proud. I am proud ■arols Thursday night in various
i£*CLast call for Christmas. We have had a won
manifested the line spirit of self- actions of the town, meeting at
sacrifice. of loyalty and devotio: he church at 6 o'clock.
derful trade, but still have plenty more good gifts
Miss Marion Weidman will spend
to the Company and the public ir
Christmas as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
for Christmas.
this emergency."
•Villiam Talbot in Portland.
SUGGESTIONS
The Trytohelp Club met at the
Baptist vestry Monday night for a
BOYS'
MEN’S
licnic supper and weekly meeting.
Blouses
Shirts
York on the Christmas baskets and
■ostumes for the pageant to be
Shirts
Sweaters
iresented Monday night occupied
Stockings
Scarfs
he work period. There will be no
leeting of the Club next week and
Stockings
Pajamas
n the following week the annual
Knickers
Ties
Christmas party will be held at the
icme of Mrs. Thurston Spear. The
Laced Pants
Pajamas
Hub will sing Christmas carols FriMittens
Mackinaws
lay night at the homes of the shutGloves
Gloves
ns.
A special Christmas service will
f^h^Yes,
and there’s plenty more good things
>e held at the Baptist Church at
he prayer meeting Thursday
which would please either man or boy. May we
ight. The singing of Christmas
show you.
yngs and a duet by Miss Arlene
Reduced bates to most points
fominski
and
Miss
Vera
Easton
in the United States and
ill be featured in the musical
Canada start at 7 P. M.,
umbers and the pastor Rev. J. W
Derembcr 24th — continue
lyssong. will give a Christmas
until 4:30 Tuesday morning,
3>3>3
message.
December 27th. “Merry
Christmas” hy telephone is
Mrs. Edna Robbins and Mrs. Veda
a welcome, personal gift.
Jrown will entertain the T Club
.i the home of the former Friday
TAKE ADVANTAGE OE THESE SAME
gAAGAfN RATES AT NEW TEAR'S
light.

ing"

«€ EAGLE

«€ CLARK JSLAND ««

The Sunday School will bbserve
Miss Adria Bracey has employ
Christmas Friday night at 7 ment for the winter in North
‘T. R. P.” Tells Where Our
o'clock at the church The pag Haven.
eant, "The Adoration of the Kings
Erland Quinn is home from a
Pedestrians Went Before
and Shepherds" will be given, also ! hunting trip.
with the Community Christmas tree
Motor Car Days
Edwin Howard who has been ill.
and treat. The program will be su
pervised by Miss Margaret Mc- ' is slowly improving
Boston. Dec. 20
| Ernest Nickerson and Wilbert
Knight
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Miss Alice Litchfield has returned Gove were recent visitors in Ston
How much responsibility for the
to Cohasset, Mass., after spending ington.
disappearance of canes can be laid
a week with Mrs. Maurice Jones. | School closes tomorrow.
Allen Dyer of Camden is guest
Hjalmar Carlson, Henning John
at the door of the automobile? Fifty
son. Sven Larsen, Henry Gabrielli. of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Bracey
years ago in Rockland, walking was
NORTHPORT
Joel Swanberg. Victor Blombcrg for a few days.
the finest sport for a large number
Herman Whitmore has bought and Carl Nelson have returned
Rev. Arthur Sargent of the Sea
cf the citizens who enjoyed out- the Myrtle Herrick house and is home from Bennington. N. H. where Ccast Mission held services here
oier the weekend.
door life. Canes were more plenti moving it to a site opposite his store they have been employed.
ful then. Sunday afternoon was and filling station. He wil! build!
or, an addition and occupy it as his
the accepted time for the indul home.
gence in this recreation and every
The Sewing Circle at Brown's
fine Sunday afternoon in summer (corner met Wednesday with Mrs
its devotees would be seen scat- j charIes Butler at her home at Bay.
tered widely within a radius of a ; £jde At the Christmas sale and
has been remembered with
mile or two of the heart of the city, .upper held by this group recently,
The cemeteries were probably the , over $20 was realized
two spots visited by the largest I L w Drinkwater the stage drlver
number of people, but the regulars between Belfast and Caniden has
whom you would see most frequent- , had a ,^htl
t£m
ly might be encountered anywhere 1 his home
between ,Ingraham Hill on the
Charles E. Drinkwater remains
south. Middle street hill on the west a patient at Waldo Hospital.
and Juniper Hill on the north.
Mrs. Mabel Knights and family
Do they still call it Juniper Hill?
The late Charles H. Berry built a have moved to Frankfort.
very attractive “chalet" on this spot . Mrs .Fannie
___ Flanders attended
,
which was always generously placed !'^(SUte Orange sessions in Augusta
recently.
at the disposal of his friends for
The Carters are expected Friday
picnics or social gatherings.
Tillson’s Wharf was perhaps the and will open their estate for the
most popular of the shorter walks CJ*st*?as holic*aVspresenting a complete panorama of' At the,
?f Grand Vlew
the beautiful harbor which in those i Oran8« ^tJh,ursday'1£“PPerhwas
! served with Thelma E. Wood chairdays was often compared to the Bay
.
deerees
of Naples. (Italy not Maine). Those )
®
who enjoyed longer walks would '^!®c°”f-rred
Mrs. Edna Bad.
stroll out into the quarry section '
*er* madf\. for the family
where even then those gigantic hudin4ner a(nd Party
man dislocations of the face of na- ^n«ht with Mary Ames in charge
By A ppoiahnmt
lure were an intriguing sight.
,
charge o^the u-e^lnd'^^nu
staried" h^media^^bTcame
Photo by Rockland Photo Studio
started, it immediately became the
HE generous shaving bowl, of turned wood, is filled with
Clause and to view at will ’the mecca for Sunday afternoon walks families
... ... are invited.
.__ ,The Grange
Yardley Lavender Shaving Soap, which gives a rich, heavy,
its nroaress was followed bv W11 hold neighborhood night Dec.
thousands of toys, games, etc., on -nd
many S^one remember the »'"«»> o?a*y aV^ti^nf
display. It should be remembered
softening lather. Economical, loo. for it encourages luxurious
*
by children and parents that Santa's juicy field strawberries which grew Xont L S
shaving for at least six months. $1.
only appearance each day is at 10 ir. profusion in the fields between t Belmont 86 Btiests.
Yardley’s After-Shaving Lotion, with a delicate lavender fra
o'clock in the forenoon.
thc cemetery and the site of the
hotel? Do they still fish for cunners '
Sr RULE HEAD
grance. Refreshing and slightly astringent. In a silver-capped
off the breakwater?
j
Thornton Batty has been visiting
<WEST WALDOBORO^ In spite of the warning notices 1 Mr. and Mrs. Sam Batty in Camden bottle. 65<.
posted b.v the late George N. Lind- J Darrell L. Mann has returned
Yardley's Invisible Talc—all that its name implies—85C. In our
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach say, Lindsay's grove, because of its {to Great Duck Island Light Station
Yardlev of London Toiletries Section.
were Portland visitors Saturday.
easy accessibility, beautiful trees, accompanied by Mrs. Mann and
The fire department was called and berries, was a favorite spot
daughter June who will pass the
Monday to the house of Alton
Life was simple in those days and school vacation with Mr. Mann
Creamer where a chimney fire was yet, in what President Elliot used
Lavon B Godfrey has returned
extinguished. There was no dam to call “the durable satisfactions from North Haven where he has
age
of life," do all the complexities of been employed several weeks, and
MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK, ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr and Mrs. John Jahaninson the present day make it more went Tuesday to Cambridge, Mass
have moved to the village for the "abundant?"
I to spend a week with relatives.
It was my privilege to enjoy the
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kinney are
winter.
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Winchen friendship and confidence of the occupying an apartment in the Walbach. Misses Ida and Eleanor Win iate Galen L. Stone of Hayden, dron Farm
chenbach were Augusta visitors Sat Stone & Co., whose partner, the j Philip M York returned Wedneslate Charles Hayden left a *50,090 - day to Manomet Coast Guard Staurday.
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Stahl are 900 trust fund for the welfare and ; tion after a short vi'it with his
education of boys. Mr Stone some ■ parents Mr. and Mrs. H. F. York,
spending the winter in Florida.
Mrs Rosetta Creamer of Pema- years ago built a summer home I The village school closed Friday
quid is visiting her daughter Mrs, down on the cape which many a for two weeks vacation. Miss HolEuropean monarch might covet, brook is visiting her aunt in
Roland Nash.
The Wesley Society met last On its completion, he told me that ' Springfield. Mass., during that
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Bes- the first time he and Mrs. Stone I period.
siirCreamer. The next meeting will
be Dec. 29 with Mrs Nettie Winchenbach.
Hudson Eugley. daughter Made
lyn and Miss Madelyn Genthner
were recent visitors in Augusta and
Gardiner.
Walter Kaler Jr., a student of
University of Michigan is spending
viz
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
the Christmas vacation with his
DOM I TO
parents Mr. and Mrs Walter Kaler.
ONTW
Mr. and Mrs. W K. Winchen
bach of Dutch Neck and Eldora
‘Delivered al
'
Gross of Gross Neck were visitors
The Turn Damper
Pontiac,
Mich

Sunday at the home of Dewey Win
circular plate with an attached
igan. Prices sub
mentioned the turn damper
chenbach.
ject to change with
in one of my previous arti
pin
protruding through
the
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah
out notice. Trans
smoke pipe. Its position should
of South Waldoboro and Lillian cles. This part of the heating
portation, state
be such as to permit a uniform
Vannah of the village were recent plant is so important however
and local taxes (if
amount of air to flow through
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C A. Win that it requires further discus
any), optional
sion. The turn damper, or but
the fuel bed, making a brisk
chenbach
equipment and
fire. This position is as nearly
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spear and terfly damper, should always be
accessories extra.
zl.Vfl If*
closed as possible — up to the
son of Winslow Mills visited Sun located between the check dam
point where fumes from the
day at the home of Hudson Eugley. per and the furnace. It is the
Take advantage of price
burning coal do not back into the
of the heating plant.
Isabel Kaler was a Rockland visi accelerator
basement.
Some furnaces, however, are not
cuts up to $92—one of the
tor Saturday.
If this turn damper is located
equipped with a turn damper. In

Santas Daily Visit at Senter Cranes

What the Recent Hurricane
Did To Cities of Boston
and New York

walked into the great hall, he
asked her:
"Mary, do you suppose you and I
will ever be as happy as we were
when we ate our breakfast at the
kitchen table, seated in those old
yellow wooden chairs?"
T. R iP.
[We are very grateful to '‘Ray"
for these and other interesting re
collections furnished by him since
The Black Cat came into being
Here's hoping there will be more
of them.—Ed.)
i
-------------------

IT’S THAT NEW NASH
DRIVE AND COMPARE

VARNISH
JSHNSOHS

No Other Car Has

WEATHER EYE CONDITIONED AIR

L>

A HIGH GRADE, ALL PURPOSE

GALLONS............................................. $1.98

varnish

QUARTS...................................................... 79

ROCKLAND NASH CO.
51 PARK STREET,

Everett L. Spear & Co.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 334
153&15S

COMBINATION
DOORS WITH
HARDWARE

l*3iS. 31*5:3;

Blown Miles Apart

615 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

